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SUMMARY 

Fatigue failures are a major concern in aeronautics. The growth of fatigue cracks in 

metallic structures and adhesively bonded joints has been studied for decades. 

Nowadays, most researchers evaluate and predict the fatigue damage growth rate 

(da/dN) with empirical and phenomenon based approaches, using Linear Elastic 

Fracture Mechanics with various fracture mechanics parameters (ΔK and ΔG for 

example). However, it does not reveal the scientific nature of fatigue crack growth from 

a physics perspective, which results in the need of additional corrections to fit the 

phenomenal observation. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to provide a better 

understanding on the nature of fatigue crack growth at a fundamental level rather than 

providing a da/dN prediction model.  

The fatigue crack growth in metallic structures and adhesively bonded joints are 

considered in this thesis to be the same phenomena, which should be described with a 

single theory containing similar parameters. An energy equation is proposed in this 

thesis to describe the phenomenon in both materials, similar to the work on static crack 

growth by Griffith and Irwin. This equation describes that the external work done over 

a full cycle is equal to the sum of the surface energy dissipated by the formation of new 

fatigue crack surface, the plastic dissipation and the elastic strain energy stored 

throughout one full cycle. It is assumed that the surface energy should be uniquely 

related to the fatigue crack propagation, so the relation between surface energy and 

da/dN is assumed to be a one-to-one relationship, independent of external loading 

conditions. On the contrary, plastic dissipation and elastic strain energy stored are 

consequences accompanying fatigue crack growth, and their relation with da/dN is 

assumed to depend on loading conditions like the stress ratio. To verify this assumption, 

fatigue crack growth tests on 7075-T6 and FM94 adhesive joints were performed to 

obtain the relationship between the energy components involved and da/dN.   

In Chapter 2, the quantitative relationship between plastic energy dissipation and 

fatigue crack growth rate from previous literature is evaluated with experimental data 

from fatigue crack growth test on aluminium 7075-T6. The plastic dissipation was 

obtained through combining experimental and simulation methods. The nonlinear 

relationship between plastic dissipation and da/dN falsifies the linear relationship 

assumption proposed by previous researches. The fatigue experiments prove that the 

plastic dissipation cannot be used to predict da/dN directly for 7075-T6.  
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In Chapter 3, the energy equation is proposed and verified against 7075-T6 

experimental data. Surface energy and variation in elastic strain energy stored during 

7075-T6 fatigue crack growth were obtained. The relation between surface energy and 

da/dN has no stress ratio effect, while the relation between other energy variables and 

da/dN is dependent on the stress ratio. Therefore, the surface energy is uniquely 

related to the fatigue crack propagation for 7075-T6.  

In Chapter 4, the basic mechanical tests of adhesive material FM94 are described, for 

the need of FM94 material property as input in Chapter 5. Both the Drucker-Prager 

models and the Von-Mises model were used for simulating the FM94 plastic behaviour.  

In Chapter 5, the energy equation proposed in Chapter 3 is used to describe the fatigue 

crack growth in adhesively bonded joints with FM94, and is verified against 

experimental data. The relation between surface energy and experimental da/dN has 

no stress ratio effect, while the relation between other energy variables and da/dN is 

dependent on the stress ratio. Therefore, the surface energy is uniquely related to 

fatigue crack growth for adhesively bonded joints with FM94. 

In conclusion, this thesis provides fundamental understanding on the fatigue crack 

growth in both metallic materials and adhesively bonded joints. An energy equation is 

proposed to describe the fatigue crack growth in both material systems. The surface 

energy is uniquely related to the fatigue crack growth, while the plastic dissipation, 

elastic strain energy stored are the accompany consequences of fatigue crack growth.   
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SAMENVATTING 

Vermoeiingsverschijnselen zijn een groot probleem in de luchtvaartindustrie. De groei 

van scheuren in metalen constructies en lijmverbindingen wordt al decennia 

onderzocht. Tegenwoordig evalueren en voorspellen de meeste onderzoekers de 

groeisnelheid van vermoeiing (da/dN) met empirische en fenomenologische 

benaderingen, gebruikmakend van lineare elastische breukmechanica (LEFM) met 

verschillende breakmechanica parameters (bijvoorbeeld: ΔK en ΔG). Echter, dit geeft 

geen inzicht in de wetenschappelijke basis van vermoeiingsscheurgroei vanuit een 

natuurkundig perspectief, waardoor extra correcties nodig zijn om de waarnemingen 

goed te kunnen beschrijven. Het doel van dit proefschrift is daarom om een betere, 

meer fundamentele onderbouwing te geven van het fenomeen 

vermoeiingsscheurgroei, in plaats van slechts een nieuw da/dN voorspellingsmodel te 

presenteren. 

De groei van vermoeiingsscheuren in metalen constructies en lijmverbindingen worden 

in dit proefschrift als hetzelfde fenomeen behandeld, waarbij beiden met één enkele 

theorie beschreven zouden kunnen worden. In dit proefschrift wordt een 

energievergelijking gepresenteerd die het fenomeen in beide materialen beschrijft, 

vergelijkbaar met het werk betreffende statische scheurgroei van Griffith en Irwin. Deze 

vergelijking beschrijft dat de aangebrachte arbeid over een volledige belastingcyclus 

gelijk is aan de som van de oppervlakte-energie vanwege de vorming van nieuw 

scheuroppervlak, de dissipatie vanwege plastische vervorming van het materiaal, en de 

opgeslagen elastische energie gedurende een volledige cyclus. Aangenomen wordt dat 

de oppervlakte-energie uniek gerelateerd moet zijn aan de scheurgroei, met een direct, 

één-op-één verband, onafhankelijk van externe belastingcondities. Daarentegen zijn 

plastische energiedissipatie en elastisch opgeslagen energie wél het gevolg van 

scheurgroei, en het is aangenomen dat deze aan da/dN gerelateerd zijn als functie van 

de belastingscondities, zoals de spanningsverhouding. Om deze aanname te verifiëren, 

zijn vermoeiingstests uitgevoerd op 7075-T6 en FM94 lijmverbindingen, om het 

verband te vinden tussen de energiecomponenten uit de energievergelijking en da/dN. 

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt de kwantitatieve relatie tussen plastische energiedissipatie en 

groeisnelheid van vermoeiingsscheuren, zoals beschreven in literatuur, geëvalueerd 

met experimentele gegevens van een vermoeiingstest op aluminium 7075-T6. De 

plastische dissipatie werd verkregen door een combinatie van experimenten en 

simulaties. De verkregen niet-lineaire relatie tussen plastische dissipatie en da/dN 

weerspreekt de aanname van lineare verbanden zoals beschreven in literatuur. De 
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vermoeiingstesten bewijzen dat plastische dissipatie niet kan worden gebruikt om 

da/dN direct te voorspellen voor 7075-T6. 

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een energievergelijking gepresenteerd, die geverifieerd is aan de 

hand van scheurgroeidata van 7075-T6 vermoeiingstesten. Deze data bevat 

oppervlakte-energie en de variatie in elastische rekenergie opgeslagen tijdens de 

vermoeiingstesten. De relatie tussen oppervlakte-energie en da/dN is geen functie van 

de spanningsverhouding, terwijl de relatie tussen andere energiecomponenten en 

da/dN dat wel zijn. Daarom is de oppervlakte-energie uniek gerelateerd aan de 

scheurgroei in 7075-T6. 

Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de mechanische basistesten van FM94 lijm, om de 

eigenschappen van het materiaal te karakteriseren voor gebruik in Hoofdstuk 5. Zowel 

de Drucker-Prager modellen als het Von-Mises model zijn gebruikt om het plastische 

gedrag van FM94 te simuleren. 

Hoofdstuk 5 gebruikt de energievergelijking uit Hoofdstuk 3 om de groei van 

vermoeiingsscheuren in FM94 lijmverbindingen te beschrijven. Deze 

energiecomponenten zijn geverifieerd aan de hand van experimentele data. De relatie 

tussen oppervlakte-energie en experimentele da/dN waarden is niet afhankelijk van de 

spanningsverhouding, terwijl de relatie tussen de andere energie-gerelateerde 

variabelen en da/dN dit wel zijn. Daarom is de oppervlakte-energie op unieke wijze 

gerelateerd aan de groei van scheuren in lijmverbindingen, zoals die met FM94. 

Concluderend geeft dit proefschrift fundamenteel inzicht in het verschijnsel van 

scheurgroei door vermoeiing, in zowel metalen als lijmverbindingen. Er wordt een 

energievergelijking voorgesteld om de groei van vermoeiingsscheuren in beide 

materiaalsystemen te beschrijven. De oppervlakte-energie is op unieke wijze 

gerelateerd aan vermoeiingsscheurgroei, terwijl plastische vervorming en elastische 

deformatie-energie het gevolg zijn van de groei van vermoeiingsscheuren. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Background 

Aluminium alloys are engineering materials commonly used in industry, especially in 

aeronautics. They have been used in aeronautics from the very first airplane made by 

the Wright brothers at the beginning of the last century, who used them for engine 

parts. Since then, aluminium alloys are still widely used in aeronautics, predominantly 

in airframes for their relatively low cost compared to composites. The global aviation 

aluminium demand from 2016 to 2020 is over 2 million tons according to statistical data 

[1]. 

Adhesive joining is a major joining method in aeronautics. Compared with traditional 

riveted joining, the adhesive joint does not required drilling rivet holes that cause stress 

concentrations, providing more uniform stress fields, making the adhesive jointing ideal 

for light weight structures. Typical application examples of adhesive joining in 

aeronautics include bonding of stringers to wing and fuselage skins, and bonding face 

sheets to core in sandwich structures [2].  

Fatigue failures are a major concern in aeronautics, because the majority of the failures 

in aircraft components are caused by fatigue [3]. Fatigue damage in structures is a 

serious issue, not only for its catastrophic consequences on the aircraft safety, but for 

its economic impact on engineering as well. Well-known air crashes caused by fatigue 

failure are with the de Havilland Comet in 1950s [4-5]. The accidents of Boeing 707 

(1977) [6], Boeing 737 (1988) [7], Boeing 747(1992) [8], and Airbus Helicopters AS355F 

(2018) [9] are also caused by fatigue failure. Therefore, understanding the fatigue 

phenomena and predicting the fatigue damage growth and failure are essential in 

engineering practice. 

Most researchers evaluate and predict fatigue damage growth with empirical and 

phenomenon based approaches using Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics. Various 

fracture mechanics parameters (maximum SIF Kmax, maximum SERR Gmax, SIF range ΔK, 
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SERR range ΔG, square root SERR range ∆√𝐺) have been adopted to describe similitude 

in solving different engineering problems [10-16]. Essentially, these parameters are 

used to correlate with fatigue crack growth rate phenomenologically. However, this 

practice is phenomenon based instead of based on physics, so additional corrections 

are needed to better fit to the phenomenal observation.  

Early researchers, such as Griffith and Irwin, adopted energy based concepts from 

physics when studying crack growth in quasi-static fixed grip conditions. Assuming 

spontaneous and instantaneous crack growth, they developed a stability criterion for 

this crack growth [17-18]. In their work, the SERR was defined as the release of elastic 

strain energy upon an infinitely small crack increment, which under fixed grip conditions 

they related to the resistance of the material. However, this application of SERR could 

become invalid when its application is extended to fatigue loading, where the fixed grip 

condition not valid. First, the Irwin’s relationship between SIF and SERR  

𝐾 = {
√𝐸𝐺 plane stress

√
𝐸𝐺

(1−𝜈2)
plane strain

                                                (1-1) 

is not valid for fatigue cyclic loading (E is the elastic modulus and ν is the Poisson ratio). 

When formulated as amplitude or range, the relationship between SIF and SERR is  

∆𝐾 = {
√𝐸(√𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 − √𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛) plane stress

√
𝐸

(1−𝜈2)
(√𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 − √𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛) plane strain

                              (1-2) 

Moreover, the definition of ΔG in fatigue is in essence an artificial value which fails to 

describe the energy needed for crack growth during fatigue cycles physically. This can 

be demonstrated for brittle materials, where the energy needed for crack growth 

during one fatigue cycle dU/dN is determined by the area enclosed by the force-

displacement (F-δ) hysteresis of one cycle, as illustrated in Figure 1.1(a). However, the 

value of ∆G(da/dN), determined by the area of a trapezium, is different from dU/dN, as 

shown in Figure 1.1(b). da/dN is fatigue crack growth rate. Therefore, the ΔG in 

Griffith’s concept is not equal to the actual dU/da for fatigue: 

∆𝐺 ≠
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑎
=

𝑑𝑈/𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁
                                                       (1-3) 

Therefore, although the use of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics in practical 

engineering is successful, scientifically the physics behind fatigue crack growth remains 

unclear. For a better understanding of the physics, the fatigue crack growth phenomena 

should be studied from a physics perspective at a more fundamental level. 
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                                              (a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 1.1 Difference between ∆𝐺 (
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
) and real energy dissipated dU/dN in one 

fatigue cycle of brittle materials 

1.2. Hypothesis and scope of the thesis 

The scientific hypothesis in this thesis is that various engineering structures and 

materials can be described with a single theory, containing similar parameters for 

describing similitude. To unfold the physical nature of fatigue crack growth, physics is 

assumed to apply similarly to different material systems to make the theory generally 

applicable. Therefore, scientifically a unifying physics theory is needed to describe the 

phenomena properly and illustrate the physical nature. This theory should be valid for 

diverse material systems to avoid being one “exception” for a single material.  

Conceptually similar to the work of static crack growth by Griffith and Irwin, the physical 

method presented in this thesis is developed in view of strain energy, which follows the 

fundamental laws of thermodynamics. The fatigue crack growth phenomena in two 

material systems: aluminum alloy and adhesively bonded joints are studied for their 

extensive use in aerospace engineering. Several researchers [19-25] attempted to 

develop the relationship between plastic energy dissipation and fatigue crack growth 

rate, because plasticity is assumed the most important dissipation mechanism which 

significantly influences the fatigue crack growth rate in aluminum alloys and adhesively 

bonded joints. Since no generally-accepted agreement is yet obtained on the correct 

relationship between plastic dissipation and fatigue crack growth rate currently, the 

role that plasticity plays during fatigue crack growth needs more attention. Therefore, 

the main research question addressed in this thesis is: 
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How can a single theory describe the fatigue crack growth phenomena in both 

aluminum alloys and adhesively bonded joints adopting fundamental principles from 

physics utilizing concepts of strain energy? 

This question can be detailed with the following sub-questions: 

 What energy components are involved during fatigue crack growth? 

 What is the relationship between fatigue crack growth rate and these energy 

components? 

 What energy components actually relate uniquely to fatigue crack growth? 

 What is the role of the plastic energy dissipation in fatigue crack growth?  

1.3. Scientific methodology 

An energy equation based on energy conservation to describe the fatigue crack growth 

is proposed in this thesis to answer the main research question. For that purpose, 

fatigue crack growth tests on 7075-T6 and FM94 adhesive joints were performed to 

obtain the relationship between the fatigue crack growth rate and the energy 

components involved. The fatigue crack growth rate is experimentally measured with 

visual methods, while the energy components involved are obtained through 

combining experimental and simulation methods.  

For good simulation of FM94 adhesive joints, the stress-strain relationship of FM94 is a 

necessary as input. Therefore, the basic mechanical tests of FM94 were conducted to 

obtain the required stress-strain relationship of FM94. 

1.4. Thesis outline 

In Chapter 2, the quantitative relationship between plastic energy dissipation and 

fatigue crack growth rate proposed by previous researchers is evaluated by the 

experimental data from fatigue crack growth test on aluminum 7075-T6. 

In Chapter 3, an energy equation to describe the fatigue crack growth phenomena in 

7075-T6 is proposed and verified against fatigue experimental data. 

In Chapter 4, the basic mechanical tests of adhesive material FM94 are described. The 

material model and parameters accounting for the stress-strain relationship are 

obtained, to properly describe the behavior of FM94 in Chapter 5. 
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In Chapter 5, the energy equation proposed in Chapter 3 is used to describe the fatigue 

crack growth in adhesively bonded joints with FM94, and is verified against the fatigue 

experimental data. 

Chapter 6 provides the summary and presents the conclusions from this research. 
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2. The relation between fatigue crack 

growth rate and plastic dissipation in 7075-T6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plastic dissipation accompanies fatigue crack growth in ductile materials. Previous 

studies presented a relation between plastic dissipation (dU/dN) and the fatigue crack 

growth rate (da/dN), where some researchers assumed a linear relation between both 

to enable crack growth predictions. To study the validity of this assumption, this chapter 

reports an experimental study on fatigue crack growth in 7075-T6, an alloy widely used 

in aerospace. The experimental results suggest, however, a nonlinear relation between 

dU/dN and da/dN in 7075-T6. The value of dU/da, indicating the plastic dissipation per 

unit fatigue crack growth, is not constant. Hence for 7075-T6 it is concluded that dU/dN 

cannot be used directly to predict da/dN. 
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2.1. Background and literature review 

Fatigue failure is one of the major types of failure in aerospace engineering, and 

aluminium is one of the most common materials used in aerospace structures. So 

knowledge on the fatigue behaviour of aluminium alloys is therefore a prerequisite in 

aerospace to design against fatigue failure. The Paris’ relation, which uses similitude 

parameters coming from linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) such as ∆K or ∆G, is 

regarded a major method to predict the fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) in metallic 

structures. 

However, phenomenologically relating ∆K to da/dN does not provide any insight in the 

role of plasticity, while plasticity influences the fatigue crack rate significantly. The Paris’ 

relation is an engineering approach to predict, using experimental observations, but it 

does not describe the physics of crack growth properly. So although the Paris’ relation 

is successfully applied in practical engineering, some physics underlying the phenomena 

of fatigue crack growth is not fully explained.   

Elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) was proposed to study fatigue crack growth 

for taking crack tip plasticity into account. Variables such as ∆J[1-6] or ∆CTOD[7-9] were 

used to correlate with da/dN. However, ∆CTOD is also a phenomenon based variable 

providing limited information in physics. The application of ΔJ is considered a success, 

while ΔJ does not indicate well how much plastic work dissipated. 

Fortunately, various researchers tried to study the physics of fatigue crack growth from 

an energy approach and use plastic energy dissipation to predict fatigue crack growth 

[10-42]. Weertman [10] and Mura [11-12] related the plastic energy to fatigue crack 

growth based on the theory of dislocation. Based on their fatigue crack growth models, 

Ikeda [13] and Izumi [14] reported an experimental method to measure the plastic 

energy around crack tip using micro strain gauges. Davidson [15-16] proposed an 

alternative experimental method for energy measurement using electron channelling 

within 100μm to the crack tip where strain gage measurement is not possible. Liaw [17] 

compared these two methods for energy measurement and found good agreement 

between them. Gross [18] proposed another experimental method for energy 

measurement with thermistors, overcoming the disadvantage that the previous 

methods for energy measurement are based on the integration of the specimen surface 

measurement, thus the effect of thickness is neglected.  

Currently, the basis of the energy approach is the relation between plastic energy 

dissipation per cycle (dU/dN) and fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN). For most of the 

work [19-36] this relation could be summarized as: 
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𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑁
=

𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
                                                           (2-1) 

Here, dU/da means the plastic energy dissipated per unit fatigue crack propagation. 

The differences between these studies are in the definitions of the variables in the 

equation (mainly dU/dN and dU/da), and in the methods to obtain values for these 

variables. Two forms of dU/dN were often used in research: the total plastic energy 

dissipated per cycle (dUtot/dN) and the plastic dissipation only over the reversed plastic 

zone per cycle (dUre/dN).   

For example, Smith [19], Klingbeil et al. [20-24], and Karlsson et al. [25-31] performed 

numerical studies on using the plastic dissipation to predict the fatigue crack growth 

rate, while Ranganathan et al. [32-35] and Gwider [36] performed experimental studies 

on the relation between da/dN and the total energy dissipation. 

Among the numerical studies [19-31], Smith [19] proposed a linear relation between 

da/dN and the total energy dissipated per cycle (dUtot/dN) to simulate the fatigue crack 

growth of 304 stainless steel with that he considered dUtot/da a material property. 

Meanwhile, Klingbeil et al. [20-24] and Karlsson et al. [25-31] used the plastic 

dissipation only over the reversed plastic zone (dUre/dN) to predict da/dN, but with 

some differences between their works. Klingbeil et al. [20-24] proposed a linear relation 

between da/dN and the plastic dissipation over the reversed plastic zone per cycle 

dUre/dN, and claimed that dUre/da is a material property and its value should be equal 

to the static fracture toughness Gc. While Karlsson et al. [25-31] related da/dN with the 

plastic dissipation in a plastic domain fully enclosing the reversed plastic zone ahead of 

the crack tip 𝑑�́�𝑟𝑒/𝑑𝑁, which is represented by but not totally the same as dUre/dN. In 

their work, 𝑑�́�𝑟𝑒/𝑑𝑎  is considered as a material property with its value is nearly 

constant, but not necessarily equal to Gc.  

On the other hand, Ranganathan et al. [32-35] and Gwider [36] performed experimental 

studies on the relation between da/dN and dUtot/dN. The total energy dissipation was 

measured by the load-displacement hysteresis. A nonlinear relation between da/dN 

and dUtot/dN was observed in the experiments, implying that the value of 

corresponding dUtot/da is not constant.  

Some more studies looked at plastic energy dissipation during fatigue crack growth. For 

example, Besel and Breitbarth [37-38] measured the plastic energy dissipation during 

fatigue crack growth in AA2024-T3 by applying the displacement fields around the crack 

tip measured with digital image correlation (DIC) as a boundary condition to finite 

element model. Although they provided with this a method to measure plastic 

dissipation, they did not present the relation between plastic dissipation and crack 
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growth. Zheng [39] simulated fatigue crack growth using the plastic energy density at a 

critical distance ahead of the crack tip. A relation between da/dN and plastic energy 

density at a given location is phenomenologically assumed, without addressing the 

underlying physics.  

Besides, it is worth mentioning that the thermography method is a popular approach 

to study energy dissipation during fatigue crack growth with the help of infrared 

measurement devices. Different thermal variables were proposed to study fatigue 

crack growth. For example, Meneghetti et al. [40-42] evaluated averaged heat energy 

inside a volume around crack tip experimentally using infrared camera, and successfully 

correlated it to fatigue crack growth data. Palumbo [43] studied the heat dissipated in 

cyclic plastic zone, and a fourth power dependence of heat dissipated and stress 

intensity factor was found. Vshivkov and Plekhov et al. [44-46] studied the relation of 

the heat flux on da/dN which showed two stages of different properties in fatigue 

experiments. Hajshirmohammadi [47] used entropy flow in plastic zone as a parameter 

to predict da/dN value. However, the assumption that almost all deformation energy 

dissipates into heat is proper only in limited cases [44]. So the heat dissipated cannot 

always fully represent plastic energy and the quantitative relation between plastic 

energy and the thermal variables proposed is not always clear. 

From the review, it could be seen that lots of efforts aimed at establishing a model for 

predicting da/dN based on the total plastic dissipation dUtot/dN [19, 32-36] or the 

plastic dissipation in the reversed plastic zone dUre/dN [20-31]. Among those, the 

studies [19-31] effectively presented a scientific hypotheses on a linear relationship 

between da/dN and dU/dN with a nearly constant dU/da. To question this hypothesis, 

the current chapter reports a combined experimental-numerical study on fatigue crack 

growth in the typical aluminium 7075-T6 alloy. To verify or falsify the hypothesis on the 

relationship between dU/dN and da/dN, two questions had to be answered: 

 Do da/dN and dU/dN relate linearly (for both dUtot/dN and dUre/dN) during fatigue 

crack growth?  

 Does the relation between da/dN and dU/dN (for both dUtot/dN and dUre/dN) 

remain the same at different stress ratios? 
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2.2. Details for fatigue experiments 
2.2.1. Fatigue experiments set-up and test procedure 

Eleven centre-crack tension specimens were tested all made from 2 different 7075-T6 

plates. Each test was performed at a different maximum stress and stress ratio, the test 

matrix shown in the Table 2-1. 

The geometry of the specimens is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The thickness of the 

specimens is 3.2mm. One side of the specimen was painted with a speckle pattern for 

measuring the strain and displacement fields with DIC method, while the other side of 

the specimen was for the visual measurement of the fatigue crack length and the DIC 

measurement of the far field displacement. The initial cracks were made in three steps. 

First, a 3mm diameter hole was drilled at the centre of the specimen. Then a small notch 

of about 2mm was cut carefully with a jigsaw at both sides of the hole. Finally, fatigue 

cracks were produced with fatigue precracking until the half crack lengths exceeded 

6mm. After that, the fatigue experiment started.  

Table 2-1. Test matrix 

Specimen 
number R 

Max stress 
(MPa) 

Aluminum 
Sheet 

Number 
Measureme
nt on Side A 

Measurement 
on Side B 

1 0.1 48.83 1 

 

A pair of DIC 
cameras 

Camera ɑ 

2 0.1 48.83 2 Camera β 

3 0.1 70.31 2 Camera β 

4 0.3 48.83 2 Camera β 

5 0.3 48.83 2 Camera β 

6 0.3 70.31 2 Camera β 

7 0.5 70.31 1 Camera ɑ 

8 0.5 70.31 2 Camera β 

9 0.5 78.13 2 Camera β 

10 0.7 78.13 1 Camera ɑ 

11 0.7 78.13 2 Camera β 
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The fatigue experiments were force-controlled with an MTS 250KkN fatigue machine. 

The set-up is illustrated in Figure 2.2. During the fatigue experiments, the fatigue crack 

length was visually measured at Side B of the specimen, with the drilled hole in the 

centre, as shown in Figure 2.2. The left side crack length was closely the same to the 

right side crack length during fatigue test. Camera ɑ in Table 2-1 represents one single 

4Mpix camera. Camera β in Table 2-1 represents a pair of 50mm lenses 5Mpix DIC 

cameras with the Correlated Solutions Vic-3D DIC system for measuring both the crack 

length (on both left and right sides) and the far field displacement to obtain the elastic 

strain energy in further steps. The area for DIC measuring was around 175mm×140mm, 

so the resolution was around 14 pixel/mm. Meanwhile at the Side A of the specimen, 

the strain and displacement fields around crack were measured using the DIC method. 

For that, the Correlated Solutions Vic-3D DIC system with a pair of 80mm lenses 5Mpix 

DIC cameras were positioned at the speckle pattern painted side of the specimen to 

observe the deformations of the specimens. The area for measuring strain and 

displacement fields was around 35mm×28mm, larger than the biggest plastic zone size 

measured by DIC (within 7mm), so the resolution was around 71 pixel/mm.  

 

Figure 2.1. Specimen geometry 

The fatigue experiments were performed alternating 1000-3000 (based on fatigue life 

of test specimen) constant amplitude baseline load cycles at a frequency of 10Hz with 

a measurement point containing 6 slow cycles. The slow cycles were applied to allow 

for load-displacement measurements by the fatigue machine, and for taking photos 

with the cameras on both sides to accommodate the camera system’s time to capture. 

At both the maximum load and minimum load for every slow cycle, the load of the 

fatigue machine was hold for 1 second for the cameras to take the photos to measure 

the corresponding displacement fields and crack length.  
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Figure 2.2(a) Set-up for fatigue test 

 

Figure 2.2(b) Fatigue crack length measurement on side B 

 

Figure 2.2(c) Fatigue crack fracture surface 

2.2.2. Post-processing of experimental data 
2.2.2.1. Obtain fatigue crack growth rate da/dN 

The fatigue crack growth rate was calculated from the crack lengths measured from the 

photos taken in the slow cycles at different numbers of cycles. The 7 points incremental 

polynomial method recommended in ASTM E647 Standard [48] was used to calculate 

da/dN from crack lengths. 
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2.2.2.2. Obtain plastic energy dissipation per cycle dU/dN 

Ideally, as reported in [32-36], the plastic energy dissipation per cycle should be 

calculated by the measured load-displacement hysteresis throughout one entire fatigue 

cycle: 

𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑁
= ∫ 𝐹𝑑𝛿𝑓𝑎𝑟                                                          (2-2) 

where, F is the total far field load on the specimen, and 𝛿𝑓𝑎𝑟 is the far field displacement, 

whose distribution is nearly uniform in the direction parallel to the direction of the 

fatigue loading (The plastic dissipation occupies most of the energy dissipation during 

fatigue crack growth for metals. For example, the plastic dissipation occupies over 90% 

of energy dissipation for 7075-T6, as described in the next chapter. Therefore, for 

metals most of researchers consider the plastic dissipation and external work to be 

effectively the same). 

However, in reality this is impractical, because the load-displacement hysteresis cannot 

be observed as the loading-displacement curves during loading and unloading 

approximately coincide. The plastic dissipation per cycle is too small compared with the 

change in elastic strain energy during a half load cycle.  

Even when local displacement around the crack tip 𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙  is used instead of the far field 

displacement, the resolution is insufficient. Since 7075-T6 is not as ductile as other 

typical aluminium alloys such as 2024-T3, the hysteresis in F-𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙  curves for loading 

and unloading approximately coincide in most cases, because the plastic energy 

dissipation is very small. Therefore, it is not practical to use the integration of the load-

displacement hysteresis loop throughout one entire fatigue cycle to measure the plastic 

energy dissipation per cycle. 

In order to solve this problem, a method based on numerical simulation was utilized to 

obtain the values of plastic energy dissipation per cycle. The concept is to apply the 

displacement field measured by DIC on Side A as boundary condition to the finite 

element model to obtain the plastic dissipation values through simulation. This method 

is explained hereafter.  

2.2.2.2.1 Apply the experimental displacement to numerical model 

The displacement field of the shaded area in Figure 2.3 was measured using DIC. Half 

of this area was simulated in the numerical model, and the displacements measured at 
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the edge of the shaded area were applied to the numerical model as boundary 

condition.  

Figure 2.3 illustrates the concept applying the displacement in FEA simulation using a 

two dimensional 1/2 model, because for Mode I crack propagation the symmetric 

constrain could be applied. The height of the FEA model of each specimen was just 

slightly larger than the maximum size of the plastic area throughout the test to include 

the whole plastic zone in the model. The width of the FEA model was as long as possible 

within the experimental measured area, making the plastic dissipation mainly 

determined by the displacement on the top side.   

On the left side of the FEA model both displacements of X and Y directions were applied 

except for a small area beside the crack surface as shown in Figure 2.3. Because the 

crack damages the speckle pattern on the DIC surface making the image correlation 

with the reference without crack sometimes impossible, hence it sometimes was 

impossible to measure the displacement near the crack surface. In addition, the 

displacement measured by DIC near crack surface is not accurate, because DIC 

measures the displacement of one point based on a small local neighbourhood area, 

effectively “smoothening” it by the local neighbourhood area. For a continuum 

displacement field the error is acceptable, but for the discrete displacement field, for 

example around the crack surface, the error is unacceptable, as a simple illustration 

shows in Figure 2.4. The size of the small area without displacement constraint on the 

left side of the FEA model was around 0.5-1mm, larger than the half size of the 

neighbourhood area using for DIC measuring displacement, in order to exclude crack 

surface in the displacement measurement. The small area without displacement 

constraint on the left actually has little influence on plastic energy calculation.  

 

Figure 2.3 Displacement measurement area on test specimen (left) and Half FEA 

model to simulate the displacement measurement area (right) 
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The crack surface was regarded as free surface in FEA model and the symmetrical 

boundary constraint was applied on the remaining part of the bottom side of the model. 

A rigid line was positioned at the crack surface to consider possible surface contact. The 

tangential frictionless contact and vertical hard contact were used for contact 

properties. The specimen plate was considered as plane stress condition. Thus, the 

displacements in thickness direction were neglected. As a result, the free surface of the 

specimen was assumed to represent the whole specimen. Hence, the numerical model 

was considered in plane stress condition and the displacement on the free surface was 

regarded as the displacement throughout thickness. The simulation is under small 

strain condition. The element type used was 4 node reduced integration element with 

enhanced hourglass control.  

    

Figure 2.4 Measurement of displacement in loading direction around crack surface 

from Point B to point A 

The material property of 7075-T6 used is based on the tensile experimental data of 6 

specimens, made from Aluminum Sheet Number 2 in Table 2-1, as shown in Figure 2.5. 

The elasto-plastic model with nonlinear kinematic hardening in ABAQUS was chosen to 

simulate the material property. The material property in simulation and tensile 

experimental data are shown in Figure 2.5. The Poisson ratio is 0.33. 

The crack was simulated as stationary crack as in [20,32]. Six fatigue cycles were applied 

to simulate the six slow cycles in fatigue tests. The first cycle was utilized to generate 

an initial plastic field to reach a stable cycle afterwards, and then the plastic dissipation 

per cycle was averaged from 5 cycles afterwards. Each cycle was simulated by first 

applying the displacement at the maximum load then applying the displacement at the 

minimum load. The displacement applied at the maximum load was the average of the 

experimental measured displacement at the maximum load of the 6 slow cycles. The 
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displacement applied at the minimum load was the average of the experimental 

measured displacement at the minimum load of the 6 slow cycles.  

 

Figure 2.5(a). Specimens for tensile test 

 

Figure 2.5(b). The material property in simulation and tensile experimental data 

2.2.2.2.2 Solution to find the exact crack tip location 

Because the exact crack tip location cannot be established with sufficient accuracy in 

the experiment, an indirect method was adopted in the simulation. By comparing 

correlating measured DIC displacements with simulated displacements to find the best 

fit, the crack tip location was determined. 

As shown in Figure 2.3, there is a reference line, which is 1mm away from the symmetric 

surface and crack surface. The displacement of a reference point, which lays at the same 
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x-coordinate with the crack tip point in the reference line as shown in Figure 2.3, was 

used to determine the exact crack tip location as shown in Figure 2.6. As shown in Figure 

2.6, the FEA results of displacement of reference point 𝛿𝐹𝐸𝐴  with different assumed 

crack tip locations 𝑎𝐹𝐸𝐴 could be obtained numerically. Then the relation between 𝛿𝐹𝐸𝐴 

and 𝑎𝐹𝐸𝐴 was obtained as the red interpolation line in Figure 2.6. Finally, the X and Y 

coordinates of the intersection in Figure 2.6 of the interpolation line (red) and the 

experimental displacement field of the reference line (blue line) gave the real crack tip 

location 𝑎𝐸𝑋𝑃 and real displacement of reference point 𝛿𝐸𝑋𝑃 in the experiments. The 

distance of 1mm between reference line and crack surface is not chosen arbitrarily. The 

reference line closest to the crack surface for locating crack tip would give the most 

accurate results, and the displacement measurement at 1mm distance is the closest 

trustworthy measurement according to 2.2.2.2.1. 

 

Figure 2.6 Method to find crack tip location with displacement 

2.2.2.2.3 Summary of the numerical model 

The experimentally measured displacement was applied as boundary condition as in 

2.2.2.2.1. The exact position of the crack tip was obtained by comparing the 

displacement from simulations with different crack lengths to the experimentally 

measured displacement to find the best fit as in 2.2.2.2.2. The method proposed in this 

chapter follows the similar concept to obtain plastic dissipation as presented in [37,38]. 

The concept is similar to Global-to-Local Modelling. Here, the “global model” is the 

experimental fatigue specimens, and the “local model” is the FEA model shown in 

Figure 2.7. The displacement measured by DIC is the boundary between the global and 
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local models. The FEA model used in this chapter is a local modelling of the real fatigue 

experiments based on the displacement measurement.  

 

Figure 2.7 The FEA model to obtain plastic dissipation 

2.3. Experimental Result 

After the fatigue experiments, the values of da/dN and dU/dN were obtained with the 

methods in 2.2. First, as the ASTM E647 Standard [48] recommended, the da/dN is 

plotted against ΔK in Figure 2.8. The fatigue crack growth data could be described by 

the Paris’ equation normally: 

  
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶(∆𝐾)𝑚                                                            (2-3) 

 

Figure 2.8. Fatigue crack growth rate 

All the parameters in the equations in this chapter are fitted with the data in the Paris’ 

region. The parameters in the equation are in Table 2-2. 

Second, after obtaining the plastic dissipation dU/dN with the method proposed in 2.2.2, 

the dU/dN is also plotted against the ΔK in the Figures 2.9 to make it easy for comparing 
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with da/dN afterwards. All the plastic dissipation values shown in this chapter are 

already been normalized on unit thickness unless otherwise specified. The relation 

between dU/dN and ΔK could be fitted very well in a power law: 

𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐴(∆𝐾)𝑏                                                                (2-4) 

Here the parameters in the equation are in Table 2-3. 

Table 2-2. The parameters in Paris’ equation 

R C m 

0.1 1.172×10-6 2.211 

0.3 1.061×10-6 2.445 

0.5 1.402×10-6 2.427 

0.7 3.721×10-7 3.545 

 

 

Figure 2.9(a) Total plastic dissipation per cycle in unit thickness against ΔK 

 

Figure 2.9(b) Plastic dissipation per cycle in reversed plastic zone in unit thickness 

against ΔK 
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The values of the total plastic energy and the energy over the reversed plastic zone are 

close, because the energy over the reversed plastic zone occupies the major part of the 

total plastic energy. Especially for R=0.1 and 0.3, the energy over the reversed plastic 

zone is over 90% of the total plastic energy. More discussion on experimental data is 

presented in the next section.  

Table 2-3. The parameters in Equation (2-4) 

R 
Total plastic dissipation Plastic dissipation in reversed plastic zone 

A b A b 

0.1 8.384×10-7 4.027 7.712×10-7 4.041 

0.3 6.947×10-7 4.236 5.960×10-7 4.263 

0.5 8.237×10-7 4.236 6.598×10-7 4.247 

0.7 1.706×10-6 4.125 8.326×10-7 4.239 

2.4. Discussion 
2.4.1. The relation between plastic dissipation and da/dN 

In order to answer the question asked previously in this chapter on the relation 

between da/dN and dU/dN, the da/dN and plastic dissipation are plotted together into 

the same figure to see the trend as shown in Figure 2.10. 

The relation between dU/dN and da/dN can be fitted to a power law: 

                     
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐷 (

𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑁
)

𝑛

                                                           (2-5) 

with the parameters in the equation below in table 2-4. 

If the relation between dU/dN and da/dN is linear and the value of dU/da constant, 

then the curve of dU/dN and da/dN can be fitted with a power law with exponent 1. 

However, from the data above it can be concluded that the relation for all stress ratios 

shows a strong nonlinear trend. Thus the relation between dU/dN and da/dN is 

nonlinear, and the value of dU/da is not constant. Meanwhile, for R=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 

the trend is more nonlinear than R=0.7, expressing the value of dU/da changes 

differently among different stress ratios.  
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Table 2-4. The parameters in Equation (2-5) 

R 
Total plastic dissipation Plastic dissipation in reversed plastic zone 

D n D n 

0.1 0.002494 0.5445 0.002543 0.5424 

0.3 0.003752 0.5741 0.003885 0.5702 

0.5 0.004266 0.5717 0.004752 0.5705 

0.7 0.03363 0.8591 0.04463 0.8346 

 

 

Figure 2.10(a) Total plastic dissipation per cycle against fatigue crack growth rate 

 

Figure 2.10(b) Plastic dissipation in reversed plastic zone per cycle against fatigue 

crack growth rate 
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The nonlinearity in dU/dN - da/dN data depends on the values of m in Equation (2-3) 

and b in Equation (2-4). With R increasing, the value of m becomes closer to b, meaning 

less nonlinearity in dU/dN - da/dN data. The value of b is around 4 throughout the test 

while m changes from 2.2 at R=0.1 to 3.5 at R=0.7. Hence, the nonlinearity in dU/dN - 

da/dN data corresponds to a slope change of the da/dN – ΔK curve on log–log scales. 

Similar phenomena are also reported in [49], with the slope of da/dN – ΔK curves on 

log–log scale changes with stress ratio for both 9021-T4 and 7090-T6 alloy, which is 

attributed to the changing crack growth mechanisms in [49]. Similarly, the decreasing 

nonlinearity with stress ratio in current dU/dN-da/dN data could be also explained with 

the change in fatigue crack growth mechanics. 

2.4.2. The value of dU/da 

The value of dU/da was calculated from dU/dN in Equation (2-1). Therefore, the reason 

for the slope change of dU/da–da/dN curves on log–log scale with different R in Figure 

2.11 should be the same as the reason for the slope change of dU/dN-da/dN curves on 

log–log scale, which is the change in fatigue crack growth mechanics. 

 

Figure 2.11(a) dUtot/da against da/dN for four different stress ratios 

 

Figure 2.11(b) dUre/da against da/dN for four different stress ratios 
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Figure 2.12 Comparison of current dU/da data with data for 7075-T7351 from [36] 

The value for dU/da at R=0.7 first decreases with increasing da/dN. Then it holds steady 

for a certain period and finally gradually rises. The descending part of R=0.7 coming 

from the nonlinear part of the da/dN-ΔK curve, expresses obvious nonlinear trend of 

R=0.7 curve. The trend for R=0.7 is similar to the trend of 7075-T7351 in [36], as shown 

in Figure 2.12. The dUtot/da values of both 7075-T6 in this chapter and 7075-T7351 in 

[36] are almost constant in the range of 2×10-5mm/cycle < da/dN < 10-3mm/cycle. The 

dUtot/da values for 7075-T7351 are higher, because the range of ΔK for 7075-T7351 (9-

32MPa√m) in the range 2×10-5mm/cycle < da/dN < 10-3mm/cycle is much larger than 

the range of ΔK for 7075-T6 (3.3-10MPa√m), resulting in more plastic dissipation at the 

same da/dN for 7075-T7351.  

The dU/da values at da/dN=3×10-7m/cycle for 7050-T76 and 7050-T4 were reported in 

[13], which are compared with current result in Table 2-5. All the results have a similar 

magnitude, providing confidence in the experimental results generated in the current 

study. 

Table 2-5. Comparison of current data with data from [13] 

 dU/da(J/m2) R 

7050-T76 [13] 6.3*104 0.05 

7050-T4 [13] 5.4*104 0.05 

7075-T6 6.8*104 0.1 

 

Figure 2.11 shows that the value of dU/da at R=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 increases, except for 

the fatigue crack growth final stage when da/dN increases rapidly, and the same 

observation for R=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 can be made when plotting dU/da against ΔK, as 

shown in Figure 2.13. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that in Figure 2.13(a) the 
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relation between dUtot/da and ΔK falls almost into the same scatter band regardless of 

the different stress ratios.  

 

Figure 2.13(a) dUtot/da against ΔK for four different stress ratios 

 

Figure 2.13(b) dUre/da against ΔK for four different stress ratios 

To explain the behaviour shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.13, one should put dU/da 

and ΔK or da/dN in one equation. Here this equation is derived from Equation (2-3) and 

Equation (2-4). Table 2-3 reveals that the dU/dN and ΔK can be described with a power 

law and the exponent b is approximately 4 in Equation (2-4). This result agrees with the 

simulation results from [20], the analytical solution of plastic energy dissipation in 

[32,50] and the heat dissipated measured experimentally in [43]. Therefore, a power 

law with exponent b equal to 4 can be a good approximation to estimate the plastic 

dissipation as function of the stress intensity factor. Then here 4 could be used to 

replace the exponent b in Equation (2-4). Dividing Equation (2-4) by Equation (2-3) 

yields: 
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𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑎
=

𝐴

𝐶
(∆𝐾)4−𝑚                                                     (2-6) 

The equation shows the overall trend in Paris’ region of how dU/da changes with ΔK. 

Similarly dU/da changes with da/dN because da/dN increases monotonically with ΔK 

increasing. If the exponent m in the Paris’ equation is lower than 4, the value of dU/da 

will rise with da/dN increasing. But if the exponent m is larger than 4, the value of dU/da 

will decrease with da/dN increasing. If the exponent m is close to 4, it could then be 

expected the value of dU/da will remain generally stable with da/dN increasing.  

In the cases of R=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5, dU/da is increasing, while for R=0.7, dU/da decreases 

first and after a transition it increases. The reason is that in the cases of R=0.1, 0.3 and 

0.5, the exponent m is about 2.4, which is far less than 4. However, the exponent m of 

R=0.7 is to 3.545, which is slightly lower than 4. Therefore, it should not be surprising 

that the dU/da first almost levels off in the Paris’ region although the overall trend is 

going up for R=0.7. Additionally, for R=0.7, When ΔK<3.5 MPa√m and da/dN<3×10-

5mm/cycle, the dU/da value decreases, because da/dN grows rapidly with ΔK, which is 

not described in Paris’ equation, but dU/dN grows steadily with ΔK. However, for the 

cases of R=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5, the data in this part is not included, so the deceasing trend 

at the beginning cannot be observed.  

Above all, it could be concluded that the dU/da is not a constant for 7075-T6. In this 

way, the assumption of linear relation between da/dN and dU/dN is falsified. Therefore, 

it is not appropriate to use either the plastic dissipation or the plastic dissipation in 

reversed plastic zone to predict the fatigue crack growth rate of 7075-T6. While the 

plastic dissipation could be a good method to predict the fatigue crack growth when 

the exponent m in Paris’ equation is close to 4. Moreover, the relation between dU/dN 

and da/dN is different for different stress ratios.  

2.4.3. Limitation of current work 

There are still some limitations to the current work. The major limitation comes from 

the plastic dissipation obtained through FEA with the experimental displacement as 

boundary condition rather than being measured directly from the fatigue experiment. 

The FEA model used in the simulation is strictly not reflecting the real tests. 

First in the simulation a pure Mode I case is assumed. So half the model is simulated 

with symmetrical boundary conditions. Nevertheless, in reality the fatigue crack is not 

in pure Mode I, because the crack surface is not smooth instead of being flat as assumed 

in FEA. For example, the current study ignores the effect of shear lips, which will make 
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the plastic dissipation larger than plastic dissipation with flat fracture surface assumed 

in simulation. However, Figure 2.2(c) shows that the majority of the fatigue crack 

surface is very flat, and obvious shear lips happens only at high ΔK. Therefore, the effect 

of shear lips is limited in current test, because most of the results have little change and 

the overall trend remains the same. However, the dU/dN and dU/da should be larger 

in the last several measuring points in high ΔK region.  

Second in the simulation, a plane stress condition is assumed, meaning a uniform 

distribution throughout the thickness direction and the influence of thickness is 

neglected. Nonetheless, in reality, it is a 3D case. At the mid-plane of the specimen, it 

is more like plane strain condition. However, in the simulation the plane stress 

condition is used for simulating the whole thickness and in experiments the 

displacement field on the surface is assumed representing the whole specimen.  

Third, although monotonic stress-strain curve was used instead of cyclic stress-strain 

curve, and the plastic wake is not considered in simulation, the conclusions in this 

chapter remain unchanged. The dU/dN-ΔK relationship has negligible stress ratio 

dependence compared with the da/dN-ΔK relationship, which agrees with 

experimental results in [32,36]. Thus, both the negligible stress ratio dependence and 

the power law with exponent 4 for the dU/dN-ΔK relationship in this chapter are 

verified by experimental results from other references. Therefore, the trend of dU/dN 

should be unchanged, although quantitatively the actual dU/dN should be the dU/dN 

shown in this chapter multiplied by a scale factor. All the conclusions in this chapter, 

which are based on trends of dU/dN and dU/da, should remain unchanged. 

Finally, the crack is simulated with a stationary crack. In this way, the effect of the 

residual plastic wake behind the crack tip is ignored, and the influence of fatigue crack 

growth is also neglected.  

Therefore, in the future, a more detailed numerical 3D analysis could shed light on these 

limitations, or a better method to directly obtain the plastic dissipation from 

experiments is needed. 

2.5. Conclusion 

An experimental study is reported in this chapter to investigate the relation between 

plastic energy dissipation and the fatigue crack growth rate in 7075-T6 at R=0.1, 0.3, 0.5 

and 0.7. It is concluded that both the total plastic dissipation per cycle and the plastic 

dissipation in the reversed plastic zone show a nonlinear relation with da/dN for 7075-

T6. Hence, for the tested range in da/dN between 10-5 and 10-2 mm/cycle, the value of 
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dU/da for 7075-T6 is not constant, implying that the plastic dissipation cannot be used 

to predict the fatigue crack growth rate directly for 7075-T6. In this case, the 

assumption of linear relation between da/dN and dU/dN is falsified. Moreover, the 

relation between dU/dN and da/dN is different for different stress ratios. 

However, when the exponent in the Paris’ equation is close to 4, the plastic dissipation 

could be regarded as approximately linearly related to the fatigue crack growth rate. If 

that condition is met, the plastic dissipation might be a good method to predict fatigue 

crack growth rate. 
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3. The energy dissipation during fatigue 

crack growth in metallic materials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An energy equation for fatigue crack growth was proposed. It equates the total external 

work per cycle (dW/dN) to the sum of plastic dissipation (dUpl/dN), change in strain 

energy stored (dUe/dN) and the energy dissipated in new crack surface formation 

(dUa/dN). Fatigue crack growth experiment of 7075-T6 was used to derive the relation 

between fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) and variables in this equation. The result 

shows dUpl/dN and dUe/dN are not straightforwardly related to da/dN. The dUa/dN, 

whose value cannot be obtained sufficiently precise experimentally, can be the variable 

straightforwardly related to da/dN within the range of test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter has been submitted to Engineering Fracture Mechanics.  
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3.1. Background and literature review 

The phenomenon of fatigue crack growth has been studied for years, for the purposes 

of life prediction and avoiding failure in real engineering structures. At present, most of 

the research describes the fatigue crack growth with a Paris’ equation, which is both an 

empirical and phenomenological approach. Nonetheless, the Paris’ equation based on 

stress intensity factor range ΔK, which relates with crack length and stress, does not 

clarify straightforwardly the physical nature underlying the fatigue crack growth. 

Significantly less literature approaches fatigue crack growth from the perspective of 

physics, which arguably could better illustrate the nature of fatigue crack growth. For 

example, fatigue crack growth could be studied using an energy approach for its 

universality among various materials. The energy, as a common physics variable, could 

account for different mechanisms during fatigue crack growth, and could help to find 

out the mechanism straightforwardly related to fatigue crack growth. Based on this, the 

energy approach could possibly clarify straightforwardly the physical nature underlying 

the fatigue crack growth. 

Fortunately, there is some literature focusing on energy approaches to study fatigue 

crack propagation. Ranganathan et al [1-2] have performed an experimental study on 

the relation between da/dN and the total energy dissipation. The total energy 

dissipation was obtained by integrating the load-displacement hysteresis loops. From 

the experiment, a nonlinear relation between da/dN and total energy dissipation was 

obtained. Meanwhile, Smith [3] has performed a numerical study on the total plastic 

dissipation during fatigue crack growth. He proposed a linear relation between da/dN 

and the total plastic energy dissipated per cycle to simulate the fatigue crack growth of 

304 stainless steel with finite element analysis. Klingbeil et al [4-8] have proposed that 

the plastic energy dissipation in the reversed plastic zone ahead of the crack tip, 

expressed per unit fatigue crack growth (dW/da), is a material parameter and its value 

is equal to the static critical strain energy release rate Gc. Moreover, Karlsson et al [9-

15] argued that fatigue crack propagation is the result of degradation in a process zone 

ahead of the crack tip, accompanied in this area by the large plastic deformation of 

ductile materials. Therefore, they linked the da/dN with the plastic dissipation in the 

process zone, which is represented by the reverse plastic zone ahead of the crack. Both 

Klingbeil et al and Karlsson et al suggested that the dW/da should be a material 

property, although Karlsson et al did not suggest the value of dW/da to be necessarily 

equal to Gc. Similarly, Pandey [16] related fatigue crack growth with low cycle fatigue 

phenomena and built an analytical model to predict da/dN based on low cycle fatigue 

data. It was assumed that the energy absorbed during fatigue crack growth determined 
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by the cyclic stress-strain curve, is equal to the plastic energy dissipated within the 

process zone. Besel and Breitbarth [17-18] proposed a method correlating DIC and 

finite element analysis, to measure the plastic energy dissipation during the fatigue 

crack growth. From all the work described above, it could be concluded that although 

most of the researchers have tried to find a relation between da/dN and plastic energy 

dissipation, they do not explicitly explain what exactly the role of plasticity is during 

fatigue crack propagation. Moreover, previous work does not fully explain what 

components of energy (dissipation) are involved during fatigue crack growth, and which 

part of energy contributes to the fatigue crack growth straightforwardly.  

Besides, methods with thermography and infrared cameras are also popular for the 

research of the energy dissipation during fatigue crack propagation [19-25]. However, 

the assumption that almost all of the deformation energy dissipation transferred into 

heat is not always correct [19]. Therefore, the quantitative relation between 

thermography variables and the plastic dissipation is not always clear. 

Pascoe [26-29] studied the fatigue disbond growth in adhesively bonded joints, and 

correlated the disbonding growth rate da/dN with the release of elastic strain energy. 

Similarly, Yao [30-33] studied the Mode I fatigue delamination growth in composites 

and Amaral [34-36] studied the interlaminar ply delamination growth under mode II 

and mixed-mode loading. They both related the delamination growth rate da/dN to the 

elastic strain energy dissipation and demonstrated that the relation between elastic 

strain energy dissipation per cycle and da/dN is almost linear. Based on the work of 

Pascoe, Yao and Amaral, Alderliesten [37] used the term Ua to represent the energy 

dissipated to create new fracture surfaces, which constitutes most of the dissipated 

elastic strain energy in brittle materials. He claimed that Ua is one part of the dissipated 

elastic strain energy and it is straightforwardly related to crack extension only.  

All three phenomena: fatigue crack growth in metals, fatigue disbond growth in 

adhesive joints and fatigue delamination growth in composites, could be regarded as 

fatigue damage growth in structures. Therefore, they are in fact the same phenomenon 

but in different material systems. Hence, considered from the perspective of energy, 

they could be described with the same governing relationship. So the research on 

adhesive bonds and composites could also provide inspiration for studying fatigue crack 

growth in metals, where besides plastic dissipation, the strain energy release or Ua also 

plays a role during fatigue crack growth and is related to da/dN. 

It could be hypothesized that the plastic dissipation and strain energy release both 

should be involved in fatigue crack growth. However, it doesn’t provide a full picture on 

what kinds of energy exactly are involved, and what their relationship quantitatively is. 
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What is more, which energy exactly contributes to da/dN remains unclear. Therefore, 

the basic questions addressed in this chapter are: 

 What energy components are involved during fatigue crack growth and which part 

is straightforwardly related to da/dN? 

 How do all these energy variables relate with da/dN quantitatively? 

3.2. The energy balance equation during fatigue crack 

growth 

Here, fatigue crack growth is analyzed fundamentally from the view of physics using an 

energy approach. The analysis could first start with the static crack growth, which could 

be regarded as an analogy to the fatigue crack growth. 

According to the study on static crack growth by Irwin and Orowan [38], it could be 

concluded that crack growth resistance is equal to the sum of plastic strain energy and 

surface energy during the crack growth. In a similar approach, if static crack growth is 

considered in a way of energy conservation, then the external work done to the cracked 

body by the applied force could be treated as an energy input. The input energy is partly 

stored within the cracked body in the form of elastic strain energy, while the rest of the 

input energy is dissipated by the mechanism of crack growth resistance during crack 

propagation. For metallic materials, the rest of the input energy is dissipated by the 

surface energy for creating new crack surface and plastic dissipation. Therefore, the 

energy conservation equation for static crack growth is: 

�̇� = �̇�𝑎 + �̇�𝑝𝑙 + �̇�𝑒                                                        (3-1) 

The differential form of the equation explains that: the external work �̇� change is equal 

to the sum of the surface energy �̇�𝑎 dissipated through new crack surface formation, 

the plastic dissipation �̇�𝑝𝑙 and the elastic strain energy �̇�𝑒  stored variation. Similarly, 

Xiao [39] claimed that the surface forming energy release is equal to the external force 

power minus the rate of elastic strain energy stored and plastic dissipation rate. In the 

equation proposed above, the plastic dissipation and elastic energy stored are only the 

consequences accompanying crack growth. However, only the �̇�𝑎  is straightforwardly 

related to crack growth. 

In a similar approach, the equation above could be extended to the fatigue crack growth. 

If the equation is integrated over one fatigue cycle, then it becomes: 

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝑁
=

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑁
                                                     (3-2) 
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Here, the external work done over a full cycle 𝑑𝑊/𝑑𝑁 on the left side of the equation 

effectively constitutes the work done to the specimen from external, for example from 

the fatigue machine during fatigue experiment. For constant amplitude cycles, during 

loading the variation dW is positive, meaning the external force does positive work on 

the specimen. During unloading the variation dW is negative, thus the external force 

does negative work on the specimen, physically meaning the specimen does positive 

work on the fatigue machine. The surface energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 dissipated by the formation 

of new fatigue crack surface, the plastic dissipation per cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and the elastic 

strain energy stored variation throughout one full cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 all together on the 

right side of the equation represent the energy dissipated and stored internally during 

the fatigue crack propagation. Equation (3-2) shows that the work done to the specimen 

per cycle from external is equal to the energy dissipated and stored. Similar equation 

has been reported in [40] for coating crack propagation. 

It is assumed here that the surface energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 is straightforwardly and uniquely 

linked to fatigue crack area growth dA/dN, while the plastic dissipation and change in 

elastic strain energy stored throughout one full cycle are only the phenomenon 

accompanying fatigue crack growth. The crack surface area A is the true fracture surface 

area considering the rough crack surface rather than the projection planar area which 

is the crack length multiplied by the thickness. However, the true crack surface area is 

not easy to measure, so the fatigue crack length is used correlated with the energy 

variables. For metallic materials, the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 are far higher than the values 

of (
𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑁
), so dW/dN is approximately equivalent to 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  (dW/dN ≈ 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/

𝑑𝑁) and the trend of dW/dN should be similar to the trend of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁. 

If an energy variable is straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth da/dN, the 

quantitative relation between this energy variable and da/dN should be independent 

of stress ratio, which is an external fatigue loading condition. Thus the energy variable 

straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth should have a one-to-one relationship 

with da/dN, regardless of the stress ratio. In this way, if the assumption of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

straightforwardly linked to da/dN is correct, the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 

should have no stress ratio effect, but the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN and 

the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN could be dependent on the stress ratio. 

3.3. The relation between energy variables and da/dN 

In order to validate the previous assumption of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 straightforwardly linked to 

da/dN, fatigue experiments were carried out to measure the energy variables in 
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correlation with the fatigue crack growth rate da/dN. The fatigue experiment to obtain 

the plastic dissipation and da/dN, along with the experimental results are reported in 

detail Chapter 2. The methods to obtain the elastic strain energy stored variation 

throughout one full cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 and the crack surface formation energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 are 

introduced below. 

3.3.1. Obtaining the elastic strain energy stored variation 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 

The variation in elastic strain energy stored throughout one full cycle was obtained from 

both experimental results and simulation data. During the fatigue experiments on the 

Side B in Table 2-1, the relative displacement of two points in the middle symmetrical 

line in a relatively far field was recorded as in Figure 3.1(a), so the “effective stiffness” 

�̅� of the plate in the experiment was obtained with: 

  �̅� =
∆𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝

∆𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑝
                                                                   (3-3) 

     

            (a) Two points for measurement                         (b) FEA simulation model 

Figure 3.1 Experimental measurement and FEA model to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 

Here ΔFexp is the maximum force minus minimum force in experiments, and Δdexp is the 

maximum relative displacement minus minimum relative displacement between two 

measurement points in experiments. The distance between the two points is 160mm.  

However, relative displacement of two points is not the real far field displacement of 

the specimen, which represents the total deformation of the specimen during fatigue 

tests. So the value of �̅� is not the real stiffness of the specimen k. Then the ratio of �̅� to 
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k was obtained numerically with the 2D plane stress FEA simulation of the tested 

specimens with different crack length, as shown in Figure 3.1(b). The simulation model 

is a ¼ model of the whole specimen, with the symmetrical boundary conditions in both 

X and Y directions for Mode I crack. An MPC (Multi-point constraints) constraint was 

used between the top of the specimen and a reference point to keep the same 

displacement in Y direction. The fatigue load in experiments was applied on the 

reference point. Six fatigue cycles were applied in the simulation and the crack was 

simulated as a stationary crack. One rigid line was placed at the position of the crack 

surface to account for the crack surface contact. The contact properties between the 

rigid line and the crack surface are frictionless in tangential direction and hard contact 

in normal direction, considering the symmetry in Mode I crack. The simulation was 

performed in ABAQUS standard. Since the far field displacement is dominated by the 

elastic stiffness of the specimen, the ratio of �̅� to k was obtained by Equation (3-4): 

�̅�

𝑘
=

∆𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚

∆𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑚
                                                               (3-4) 

Where ∆𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚  is the maximum displacement minus minimum displacement on the top 

in simulation, and ∆𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑚  is the maximum displacement minus minimum displacement 

at the position of experimental measurement point in simulation. The real stiffness of 

the specimen k in experiments was therefore calculated with “effective stiffness” �̅� and 

the ratio of �̅� to k. There is little difference between the slopes of loading line and 

unloading line in Figure 1.1, for crack length a is far bigger than da/dN. Thus in reality, 

the loading and unloading lines in Figure 1.1 are almost straight and coincide.  

The elastic energy stored Ue at different numbers of fatigue cycles N was then obtained 

from the real stiffness of the specimen and the corresponding force F: Ue=F2/2k. Finally 

the value of the elastic strain energy stored variation throughout one full cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 

was calculated by the 7 point incremental polynomial method.  

3.3.2. Obtaining the surface energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

The surface energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 is significantly smaller than the plastic energy dissipation 

per cycle, which makes obtaining its value with experimental data very difficult. 

Therefore the value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  was determined through both FEA simulation and 

analytical strip yield model approximately. The material properties used in both FEA 

simulation and analytical model are from the tensile test reposted in Chapter 2. 

The FEA model to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 is similar to the FEA model to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 in 3.3.1, 

except that the FEA model to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 simulates the fatigue crack propagation 
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with node release technique. The simulation model is a ¼ model of the whole specimen, 

with the symmetrical boundary conditions in both X and Y directions for Mode I crack, 

as in Figure 3.2.  

 

(a) Illustration of FEA model                        (b) FEA model in ABAQUS 

Figure 3.2 FEA model to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

An MPC constraint was used between the top of the specimen and a reference point to 

keep the same displacement in Y direction. One rigid line was placed at the position of 

the crack surface to account for the crack surface contact. The contact properties 

between the rigid line and the crack surface are frictionless in tangential direction and 

hard contact in normal direction, considering the symmetry in Mode I crack. Very fine 

mesh was applied near crack tip region while a coarser mesh was used in the far field 

away from the crack region. The element is 4-node reduced integration element with 

hourglass control. One fatigue cycle was simulated in 3 steps: the first step to the 

maximum load, the second step with nodes ahead of the crack tip released at the 

maximum load, and the third step to the minimum load. Thus the da/dN in simulation 

depends on the element size around crack tip. The value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 was obtained in 

simulation after the crack propagating through the initial plastic zone generated in the 

first cycle at the the maximum load, considering the effect of the initial plastic field. The 

numerical value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 depends highly on the newly formed crack surface created 

during crack extension in simulation, so during each crack extension the newly formed 

crack surface should contain enough elements, thus for every cycle the simulation 
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model should release enough nodes for good simulation of newly formed crack surface. 

A convergence study has been made and it shows that 6 elements for simulation crack 

extension gives good convergence. Therefore, in simulation for each fatigue cycle 6 

nodes are released to simulate da/dN. The simulation was performed in ABAQUS 

standard. 

Fortunately, there is no energy dissipation mechanics other than new crack surface 

formation, plastic dissipation and elastic strain energy storage variation in FEA 

simulation, so the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 value could be obtained from the difference between the 

external work of fatigue loading and the internal energy (including plastic dissipation 

and elastic strain energy) of the specimen simulated. The 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 was calculated with 

simulation results as in Equation (3-5): 

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= ∫ 𝐹𝑑𝛿 −

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐸)

𝑑𝑁
+ [

𝑑(𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿)

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑊)

𝑑𝑁
−

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐸)

𝑑𝑁
]                     (3-5) 

Where, ∫ 𝐹𝑑𝛿  is the theoretical external work of one fatigue cycle defined by the 

hysteresis of the total force F and the far field displacement on the top δ. ALLIE is the 

internal energy output in ABAQUS, which includes the elastic and plastic strain energy. 

ETOTAL is the energy balance in ABAQUS, representing the error from the solver. 

ALLCCDW is the contact constraint discontinuity work output and ALLCCE is the contact 

constraint energy output in ABAQUS, both representing the numerical error caused by 

contact (In the continuous reality, the contact surfaces should have zero-penetration 

and the contact pressure should vanish immediately when contact surfaces separate.  

However, in the discrete simulation, both conditions cannot be satisfied). The 

numerical error [
𝑑(𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿)

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑊)

𝑑𝑁
−

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐸)

𝑑𝑁
]  in simulation was considered, 

because 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 value is very small and eliminating the numerical error would provide 

more accurate results. ALLIE, ETOTAL, ALLCCDW and ALLCCE can all be obtained simply 

from ABAQUS history output. 

Meanwhile, the da/dN in simulation cannot be as small as experimental da/dN, because 

this will cause the numerical problem of an excessively disordered mesh around the 

crack tip, and too many elements to perform simulations within reasonable time. 

Simulations were performed with different element sizes around the crack tip, for the 

dependence of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values on the da/dN used in simulation. To obtain the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

value corresponding to the experimental da/dN, an extrapolation method is used as in 

Figure 3.3.  

The simulation 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values with different da/dN in simulation can be fitted in a 

power law accurately. Therefore, the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 value corresponding to the experimental 
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da/dN was calculated by applying the experimental da/dN into this power law equation 

fitted from simulation data. 

 

Figure 3.3 Extrapolation to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 at experimental da/dN (R=0.1, max stress 

70.31MPa, a=50mm) 

The analytical method to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 is based on the strip yield model. The detailed 

governing equations of the strip yield model is reported in [41]. One fatigue cycle was 

simulated in 3 steps: the first step to the maximum load, the second step for crack 

growth at the maximum load, and the third step to the minimum load, similar to the 

procedure of previous FEA simulation. The value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 was obtained after the 

crack propagating through the initial plastic zone generated in the first cycle at the the 

maximum load, considering the effect of the initial plastic field.  

The fatigue crack extension in the analytical model is illustrated as Figure 3.4. Following 

the same concept of the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT), the value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

was obtained by: 

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 2𝑡 ∫ 𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑣(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑎+𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁

𝑎
                                            (3-6) 

Where t is the thickness of specimen, 𝑣(𝑥) is the vertical displacement of the crack 

surface, and 𝜎𝑦𝑠 is the stress in the plastic zone which is the average of yield stress and 

ultimate tensile strength as in [41]. Fortunately, the da/dN in analytical model can be 

as small as the experimental da/dN, without using extrapolation. A convergence study 

has been made and it shows that crack propagates 6 elements for each cycle in the strip 

yield model gives good convergence of the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁. The analytical strip yield 

model was performed in Matlab.  
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Figure 3.4 The fatigue crack extension in analytical model 

3.3.3. Result and discussion 
3.3.3.1. The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 

The 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 shown in this chapter is obtained from the FEA simulation described in 

Chapter 2. The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN for 7075-T6 is illustrated in Figure 

3.5(a). This figure shows that the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and da/dN exhibits a 

stress ratio effect. Therefore, the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 is not straightforwardly related to da/dN as 

previously assumed. An explanation can be given with Figure 3.5(b). Figure 3.5(b) shows 

that compared with the da/dN-∆𝐾 relation, the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-∆𝐾 relation has negligible 

stress ratio effect. This trend agrees with the experimental results with thermograph 

measurement in [21] and the experimental results with load-displacement hysteresis in 

[1] (dW/dN ≈ 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 as previously discussed). However, the 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁-∆𝐾 relation has 

a strong stress ratio effect, and that explains why 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 relation has stress 

ratio effect as well. A comparison between current 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  results and 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 

experimental results of 7050 alloy in [42] is given in Table 3-1. Current results are on 

the same amount of magnitude with reference results, making the results in this 

chapter more trustworthy and the conclusion in this chapter more reliable.  

Table 3-1. Comparison between results in [42] and results in this chapter 

 Data in [42] Data in this chapter 

ΔK 

(Mpa√m) 
Material R 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 

[mJ/(mm*cycle)] 
Material R 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 

[mJ/(mm*cycle)] 

15.5 7050-T76 0.05 0.0189 
7075-T6 0.1 

0.05211 

12.4 7050-T4 0.05 0.0162 0.021216 
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(a) 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 against 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

 

(b) 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 against ∆𝐾 

Figure 3.5 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 results for three stress ratios 

3.3.3.2. The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 

The values of dUe/dN depend strongly on the definition of the fatigue cycle. For example, 

at R=0.1, two values of dUe/dN could be obtained for the conditions that the fatigue 

cycle is defined as from the minimum load to next minimum load (min-min) and the 

fatigue cycle is defined as from the maximum load to next maximum load (max-max). 

The values of dUe/dN of max-max condition are significantly larger than the values of 

min-min condition. Here, values of both min-min condition and max-max condition are 

given.  
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Then the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 are plotted against da/dN in Figure 3.6. Considering both 

max-max and min-min can define a cycle, it can be concluded that the relation between 

𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁  and da/dN depends on the stress ratio. Therefore 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁  is not 

straightforwardly related to da/dN as previously assumed. Moreover, theoretically the 

starting point of one fatigue cycle can be defined at any load level between the 

maximum load and minimum load, resulting in different 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 values for the same 

fatigue cycle. Conversely, the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 are independent of the starting point 

location of one fatigue cycle. The ambiguity of starting point definition resulting in 

different 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 for the same fatigue cycle makes 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 improper to be used as a 

similitude to predict fatigue crack growth rate. 

 

(a) max-max 

 

(b) min-min 

Figure 3.6 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 against 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 for three stress ratios 

To make the current 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 results more trustworthy and the conclusion here more 

reliable, current 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 results are compared with analytical 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 estimation. The 
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analytical 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 estimation is derived as follows. For static load, the energy release 

rate G for the CCT specimen is: 

𝐺 =
𝑑𝑈𝑒

2𝑡𝑑𝑎
=

𝑑(
𝐹2

2𝑘
)

2𝑡𝑑𝑎
                                                     (3-7) 

Then it could be derived from Equation (3-7) that:  

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑎
= 2𝑡𝐺                                                         (3-8) 

Similarly, in fatigue loading at the maximum load: 

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑎
=

𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁
= 2𝑡𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥                                          (3-9) 

Therefore, from Equation (3-9), theoretically for max-max condition we have:                              

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑁
= 2𝑡𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
                                                (3-10) 

Thus 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 can be estimated analytically from experimental da/dN. The comparison 

between current experimental 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 results and analytical 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 estimation from 

experimental da/dN is shown in Figure 3.7. Good agreement is observed, making the 

results in this chapter more trustworthy and the conclusion in this chapter more reliable. 

The stress ratio effect on 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁-𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 relation can be explained with Equation (3-

10). The Gmax values for the same da/dN at different stress ratios are different, so as in 

Equation (3-10) the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 values for the same da/dN at different stress ratios should 

be different as well. 

 

(a) R=0.1 
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(b) R=0.3 

 

(c) R=0.5 

Figure 3.7. The comparison between experimental 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 and analytical 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 

estimation based on experimental da/dN 

3.3.3.3. The value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

Then the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  are plotted against da/dN in Figure 3.8. It could be 

observed that the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN from both FEA simulation and 

analytical strip yield model have no stress ratio effect. Therefore, unlike 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and 

𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 , 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  should be considered as the variable which is straightforwardly 

related to da/dN. Meanwhile, the FEA and analytical results agree with each other, 

making the current results more trustworthy and the conclusion here more reliable.  

However, it should be mentioned that the value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 shown here is a first step 

approximation to reveal the trend, and the value obtained may deviate from the actual 

value of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  in the test for two reasons. Firstly, the crack propagation is simulated 
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by extension at the maximum load of one fatigue cycle only. However, in reality, the 

fatigue crack growth likely happens during a portion of the loading and unloading phase, 

not necessarily at the maximum load only, so the dUa/dN has been overestimated here. 

dUa/dN with fatigue crack propagating at 3 different load levels during one fatigue cycle 

is reported in [43], and the trend of dUa/dN-da/dN relationship in [43] is independent 

of the stress ratio, agreeing with the trend of dUa/dN-da/dN relationship in this chapter. 

Secondly, the measured  𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 relates to the true area of new crack surfaces. In 

reality, the fatigue crack surface has a roughness making the true area A differ from the 

projected flat area assumed in simulations.  

 

(a) FEA simulation results 

 

(b) Analytical strip yield model results 

Figure 3.8. 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 against 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 for three stress ratios 
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An example of da/dN prediction after an overload can be found in Appendix A, which 

can validity the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN presented.  

3.4. Conclusion 

In this Chapter, a physics-based equation for fatigue crack growth was proposed, 

derived from an energy balance. The explanation of the proposed equation is that the 

external work throughout the whole cycle 𝑑𝑊/𝑑𝑁  is equal to the sum of surface 

energy dissipated 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁, the plastic dissipation per cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and the change 

in elastic strain energy stored throughout one full cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁.  

Fatigue crack growth tests on 7075-T6 were performed to reveal the relation between 

the energy variables in the equation and da/dN. From the result it was demonstrated 

that, for the tested range in 5×10-5 mm/cycle < da/dN < 10-2 mm/cycle and 0.1<R<0.5, 

only the surface forming energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  straightforwardly links to fatigue crack 

growth, which is independent of stress ratio, while 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁  are only 

phenomena that accompany fatigue crack growth. 

Of course, there are a lot of limitations of current research. First, in this chapter, the 

values of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁  were obtained based on the combination of 

experimental measurements and FEA simulation, instead of directly measured from the 

experiments. This undoubtedly introduces numerical errors from simulations, 

originating from assumptions on 2D plane stress and flat crack surface. Moreover, since 

the value of 
𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
 is very small, in simulation the value of 

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
  was obtained through 

extrapolating the simulation results without any direct connection with the 

experimental data, and the simulation ignores how the fatigue crack increments during 

one cycle and the effect of fracture surface roughness. 

For more concise capturing 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  in the future, multi-scale simulation methods, 

such as molecular dynamics [44-48], could be promising. Despite the future work 

needed, it can be concluded that 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑎 is not a function of the stress ratio and that 

it is more likely straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth, while 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑎 and 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑎 are dependent on the stress ratio. Moreover, in simulation when using the 

parameters derived from the plastic dissipation or elastic strain energy to predict da/dN, 

one should be aware that the relationship between the parameters derived and da/dN 

can be different among various cases, because scientifically the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN 

relationship and the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁- da/dN relationship are both indirect. 
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4. The stress-strain relationship of 

FM94 adhesive material 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stress-strain relationship of adhesive material is important as an input for numerical 

simulation. In this Chapter, a series of quasi-static experiments to measure the stress-

strain relationship of FM94 adhesive material is reported. The experiments include the 

bulk tension test to obtain the tensile property and the V-notched beam shear test to 

obtain the shear property. The parameters for the input of FEA simulation was obtained 

for the simulation of adhesive joints in Chapter 5.   
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4.1. Background and literature review 

The adhesive joint is one of the main joining methods in industrial practice. From the 

view of research and design, it is important to predict the behaviour of adhesive 

bonding under unknown/unanticipated service conditions.  For a reliable methodology 

to analyse adhesive bonding, detailed material properties of adhesive materials, for 

example the stress-strain relationship, damage models and failure criteria, are 

necessary to fully capture the material behaviour in structures. 

FM94 is a typical epoxy film adhesive from Cytec/Solvay, which currently is used in 

aerospace. FM94 is used together with S-glass fibre in GLARE, which is used in A380’s 

fuselage. For both numerical simulation of adhesive joints and some simple calculation 

to check the structural integrity during structural design in A380, the stress-strain 

relationship of FM94 is an important input, because it shows the mechanical behaviour 

of this adhesive material. 

Measuring the stress-strain relationship of adhesive materials is a mature area. This is 

illustrated by the studies [1-6] presenting experimental methods to measure the stress-

strain relationship of adhesive materials. Among them, the test standards [4-6] provide 

detailed and practical instructions for conducting experiments and data processing.  

Similarly, there is quite some work reported on both numerical simulations and 

analytical solutions [7-16], where suitable constitutive models, often including plasticity, 

are needed to accurately reproduce the material property measured from experiments. 

Some of the studies, i.e. [7-11], used the Von Mises model to simulate the plastic 

behaviour of adhesive materials in adhesively bonded structures, because this model is 

simple. For the Von Mises model, only the Poisson’s ratio and either tensile or shear 

stress-strain curve are needed.  

However, some experimental results [1-2] clearly show that the effective yield stress at 

a certain effective plastic strain of adhesive materials changes with hydrostatic pressure 

rather than remaining constant. The Von Mises model ignores the effect of hydrostatic 

pressure on the yield stress, thus limiting its applicability for describing the plastic 

behaviour of adhesive materials observed in experiments.   

Fortunately, there have already been some successful attempts to overcome this 

problem. García [2], Dean [12], Zgoul [13] and Özer [14] used the Drucker–Prager plastic 

model in their studies to describe the variation of yield stress with hydrostatic pressure. 

As an alternative to the Drucker–Prager model, an anisotropic plastic material model 
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by Castro [15] and the Raghava plastic model [16] were proposed respectively to 

describe the variation of yield stress with hydrostatic pressure in adhesive materials. 

In this chapter, to obtain the material parameters as input for FEA simulation, basic 

mechanical experiments are reported where the stress-strain relationship of the FM94 

adhesive under tension and shear were measured. Then the procedure to obtain the 

material parameters for FEA simulation is described.  

4.2. Experimental methodology and results 

The experimental work includes the bulk tensile test and the V-notched beam shear 

test, to measure the stress-strain relationship under tension and shear respectively. The 

geometry of the specimens follows ASTM standard D638 for tension and ASTM 

standard D5379 for shear, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

 

(a) Bulk tensile specimens 

 

(b) V-notched shear specimens 

Figure 4.1 The geometry of specimens 

4.2.1. Specimen manufacturing and preparation 

The specimen manufacture was divided into two steps. First an adhesive plate was 

manufactured, which in a second step was cut into specimens with the required 

geometry. In order to manufacture the plate from the film adhesive while controlling 
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the thickness and shape of the plate, two mold plates together with four spacers were 

used, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

The film adhesive was cut into rectangles of 360 by 180 mm, the intended dimensions 

of the adhesive plate, and stacked layer by layer in sequence. The stacked film adhesive 

was surrounded by four spacers with the thickness equal to the designed thickness of 

the plate. The spacers for manufacturing the plate for tensile specimens were 2.5mm, 

and the spacers for manufacturing the plate for shear specimens were 4mm. A release 

agent was applied on the contact surface of the two mold plates and to all the surfaces 

of the spacers, to enable easy release of the adhesive plate from both mold plates and 

spacers after curing.  

During the manufacturing, one potential problem is associated to entrapped air 

creating bubbles during curing, which results in voids and defects in the final plate. To 

avoid this problem, every time after applying 3 layers of film adhesive, the lower mold 

plate and applied adhesive layers were fully vacuumed in a sealed vacuum bag and kept 

in 10 minutes to get rid of the air between layers. After applying all film adhesive layers, 

the total thickness of all the stacked adhesive layers was 0.5mm larger than the 

thickness of the four surrounding spacers. That guaranteed the volume of the adhesive 

material to be larger than the volume of the space enclosed by the two mold plates and 

four spacers.  

 

Figure 4.2 Manufacturing method of adhesive plate with 4 spacers 

Before curing in the autoclave, all the stacked film adhesive layers together with two 

mold plates and four spacers were vacuum bagged, as shown in Figure 4.3. The curing 

procedure followed the instruction by the supplier. During curing, firstly, the 

temperature was raised from 24˚C to 121˚C in 50 minutes, and then the 121˚C was 

maintained for 1 hour. Finally, the temperature was cooled down to 24˚C in 50 minutes. 
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The pressure during curing is 0.28MPa. The adhesive plate obtained after curing is 

shown in Figure 4.3(b). 

  

   (a) The vacuum bagged plate before curing       (b) The adhesive plate after curing 

Figure 4.3 Plate manufacture 

In the second manufacturing step, the adhesive plates were mechanically cut without 

liquid to the dimensions of the designed specimens. Before testing, all the cutting edges 

were carefully polishing manually with very smooth SiC gridding paper with 30μm 

grain size in order to eliminate the potential defects caused by machine cutting.  

4.2.2. Test procedure and results 

The FM94 adhesive material was tested both under quasi-static tension and shear 

conditions. The tensile tests were performed with a Zwick 20KN tensile/compression 

machine with pneumatic grips as shown in Figure 4.4(a). During the tests, a Vic-3D 

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system with a pair of 80mm lenses and 50Mpix cameras 

was used to measure the strain field in an approximate 40mm by 32mm region. The 

axial and transverse strain were measured by a group of “Virtual” extensometers, which 

is a function of the Vic-3D DIC post-processing software, as illustrated in Figure 4.4(c). 

The V-notched beam shear tests were performed also with the same Zwick machine, 

but with different clamping as shown in Figure 4.4(b). During these tests, the strain field 

was monitored with the same DIC device in an approximate 35mm by 28mm region. 

The shear strain was calculated by summing the absolute values of 

elongation/shrinkage of the two “Virtual” extensometers, as in Figure 4.4(d). These 

“virtual” extensometers in the Vic-3D DIC post-processing software were with the same 

length and at same location as the strain gauges described in ASTM standard D5379 in 

+45˚ and -45˚ direction. 
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                                   (a) Tensile test                                         (b) V-notched beam shear test   

 

(c) Tensile test strain measurement 

 

(d) Shear test strain measurement 

Figure 4.4 Image of test and strain measurement illustration 

The experimental curves obtained with the quasi-static tensile and shear tests are given 

in Figure 4.5. In this figure, both the tensile and shear stress-strain data was obtained 

by 7 specimens.  
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(a) Tensile stress-tensile strain 

 

(b) Shear stress-shear strain 

Figure 4.5 Experimental engineering stress-strain data for FM94 

4.3. Simulation of material properties 

The stress state in engineering structures is generally more complex than the adopted 

test conditions. To describe the material property in numerical analysis of engineering 

structures, a proper material model is needed to transfer the simple test stress 

condition to more complex stress state in real structure. The simulations were done 

with Abaqus 2017 standard. Considering the effect of hydrostatic pressure on yield 

stress, the Drucker–Prager model was used in simulation to reproduce the experiment 

for it is more popular among researchers [2, 12-14] than the models by Castro [15] and 

Raghava [16]. Two versions of Drucker–Prager model were used here: the linear 

Drucker–Prager model and the exponent Drucker-Prager model.  

The yield criterion of the linear Drucker–Prager model is described as: 

𝜎𝑒 + 𝜎𝑚𝜇 − √3𝜎𝑠 = 0                                               (4-1) 
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In this equation, 𝜎𝑒 is the Von Mises effective stress, 𝜎𝑚 is the hydrostatic pressure, μ 

is the material property accounting for the effect of hydrostatic pressure on yield stress 

and 𝜎𝑠 is the yield stress under shear.  

Alternatively, in [1-2, 12-14], an exponent Drucker-Prager model was used to simulate 

the stress-strain relationship of adhesive material: 

𝑎𝜎𝑒
𝑏 + 𝜎𝑚 − 𝑝𝑡 = 0                                                    (4-2) 

Where a is a material parameter accounting for the effect of hydrostatic pressure on 

yield stress, and b is the exponent. 𝑝𝑡  is the parameter representing hydrostatic tension 

strength. 

4.3.1. Material parameters determination 

For simulation, one important aspect is to obtain the material parameters that Abaqus 

requires. Before obtaining the material parameters, the engineering stress and strain 

(both in longitudinal and transverse direction) measured in tensile test were 

transferred into true stress and strain with Equation (4-3) and (4-4). 

휀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 = ln (1 + 휀𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)                                                 (4-3) 

𝜎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 =
𝜎𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

(1− 𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜈𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)
2                                            (4-4) 

Where 𝜈𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔  is the engineering Poisson’s ratio obtained from the ratio of 

engineering transverse strain to longitudinal strain. Then the material data for elasticity, 

plastic yielding and plastic flow were obtained as the following procedure.  

4.3.1.1. Elasticity 

The elastic modulus and elastic Poisson’s ratio were obtained from strain range of 

0.0005 to 0.0025 in tensile data. The elastic Poisson’s ratio was obtained from the ratio 

of transverse strain to longitudinal strain in tensile test. The elastic modulus 

E=2355.4MPa and elastic Poisson’s ratio νe=0.4. 

4.3.1.2. Plastic yielding 

The plastic yielding parameters include both the parameters μ, a, b and 𝑝𝑡  in Equation 

(4-1) and (4-2), and also the plastic hardening parameters to determine the hardening 
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curve. The value of μ in Equation (4-1) was determined by the tensile yield stress 𝜎𝑡 

and shear yield stress 𝜎𝑠 corresponding to the same effective plastic strain 𝜖𝑒
𝑝

 

𝜇 = 3 (
√3𝜎𝑠

𝜎𝑡
− 1)                                                       (4-5) 

𝜖𝑒
𝑝

=
2

3
𝜖𝑡

𝑝
(1 + 𝜈𝑝) =

𝛾𝑝

√3
                                               (4-6) 

Where 𝜖𝑡
𝑝

and 𝛾𝑝  are the tensile longitudinal plastic strain and shear plastic strain 

respectively. The plastic component of the Poisson’s ratio 𝜈𝑝 is determined by the ratio 

of the plastic part of transverse strain to longitudinal strain. The von Mises effective 

stress for tension (𝜎𝑡) and shear (√3𝜎𝑠) against effective plastic strain 𝜖𝑒
𝑝

 are given in 

Figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.6 The von Mises effective stress against effective plastic strain 

For the exponent Drucker-Prager model, a, b and 𝑝𝑡  should be obtained. Unfortunately, 

the data from two test conditions (tension and shear) is insufficient to obtain 3 

parameters. So an exponent Drucker-Prager model with the exponent equal to 2 was 

used as [1-2,12-14] for approximation. Then the exponent Drucker-Prager model 

becomes: 

𝑎𝜎𝑒
2 + 𝜎𝑚 − 3𝑎𝜎𝑠

2 = 0                                                (4-7) 

The value of a was calculated using the tensile yield stress 𝜎𝑡 and shear yield stress 𝜎𝑠 

corresponding to the same effective plastic strain 𝜖𝑒
𝑝

: 

𝑎 =
𝜎𝑡

3(3𝜎𝑠
2−𝜎𝑡

2)
                                                            (4-8) 

Therefore, the parameters in the Drucker-Prager model in Equation (4-1) and (4-2) are 

μ=0.456, a=0.021(mm2/N), b=2 and 𝑝𝑡 = 3𝑎𝜎𝑠
2. 
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The plastic hardening parameters are input in a form of direct tabular data with the true 

stress and corresponding true plastic strain obtained from the plastic part of tensile 

stress-strain curve.  

4.3.1.3. Plastic flow 

Parameters for plastic flow are needed to account for the non-associated flow. The 

plastic component of the Poisson’s ratio 𝜈𝑝, determined by the ratio of the plastic part 

of transverse strain to longitudinal strain, is not 0.5 as in the Von Mises model. In 

ABAQUS, the dilation angle ψ from the flow potential is used for describing this 

behavior. The value of ψ can be calculated with [1-2]: 

𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜓 =
3(1−2𝜈𝑝)

2(1+𝜈𝑝)
                                                         (4-9) 

The value of 𝜈𝑝 is 0.35 and the value of ψ is 18.43°. 

4.3.2. Comparison between simulation results and experimental data 

The simulation of FM94 under pure tension and pure shear was conducted with the 

linear Drucker–Prager model (DPL), the exponent Drucker-Prager model (DPE), the Von 

Mises model with tensile data (VMT), and the Von Mises model with shear data (VMS). 

The comparison of simulation results and test data presented in Figure 4.5 is shown in 

Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.7(a) the results of DPL, DPE and VMT fall onto the same line, 

because DPL, DPE and VMT use the same tensile plastic hardening direct tabular data 

as input. In Figure 4.7(b) the simulation result of pure shear with VMS is not given 

because the parameters of VMS are directly from the shear test data and the simulation 

fits perfectly with test data.   

From Figure 4.7, it is concluded that both the linear Drucker–Prager model and the 

exponent Drucker-Prager model can reproduce both the tensile and shear stress-strain 

relationship of FM94 very well. However, the Von Mises model only fits tensile test data 

when used with tensile input data and only fits shear test data when using shear input 

data. The Von Mises model does not fit both load conditions, for it ignores the effect of 

hydrostatic pressure on yielding.   
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(a) Tension 

 

(b) Shear 

Figure 4.7 Comparison of engineering stress/strain between experimental data with 

simulation results 

4.4. Conclusion 

Quasi-static tests under tensile and shear conditions were performed for measuring the 

stress-strain relationships of the film adhesive material FM94. The material parameters 

in both Von Mises model and Drucker-Prager model were obtained from test data. The 

Drucker-Prager model was used in the simulation of pure tension and pure shear to 

reproduce the material property. Those numerical results show good agreement with 

all experimental data.  
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It is undeniable that current work is within a certain scope. The adhesive material 

property is rate-dependent, while in the experimental work, all the tests were 

performed under quasi-static condition, so the effect of strain rate was neglected. 

Further experimental and simulation work at different rates should be done in the 

future to extend the scope of current work. 

Meanwhile, it should be mentioned that unlike with the linear Drucker–Prager model, 

whose parameters were all obtained accurately from current test data, the parameter 

b=2 in the exponent Drucker-Prager model was approximated from literature [1-2,12-

14] on other adhesive materials, instead of the current test data. Because the current 

test data is insufficient to obtain all the parameters in the exponent Drucker-Prager 

model. Hence, in the future mechanical tests with different hydrostatic pressure 

conditions are needed to obtain the parameters in the exponent Drucker-Prager model 

accurately. For that, the bulk compression test and Arcan test can be good options.  
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5. The energy dissipation during fatigue 

crack growth in adhesive joints 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An energy equation for fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints is proposed. Fatigue 

experiment on DCB adhesive joint specimens was used to derive the relation between 

fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) and energy variables in this equation. The result 

shows plastic dissipation and change in stored strain energy, whose relation with da/dN 

both depending on the stress ratio, are not straightforwardly related to da/dN. The 

energy dissipated in new crack surface formation is the variable that straightforwardly 

related to da/dN within the range of test, and its relation with da/dN is one-to-one, 

regardless of the influence of stress ratio. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter has been submitted to Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics. 
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5.1. Background and literature review 

The adhesive joint is used for decades as an alternative to mechanical fastening for 

weight reduction purposes in aerospace structures, as it provides a more uniform stress 

distribution by avoiding stress concentrations caused by the fastening holes. Currently 

the fatigue failure is one typical failure mechanism in adhesive joints in engineering 

practices. Therefore, a good understanding of the fatigue phenomenon and a validated 

prediction method for fatigue damage growth in adhesively bonded structures are 

highly important for engineers at the designing stage to avoid catastrophic 

consequences in the future.   

Nowadays, most practice on the research on fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints has 

been carried out within the scope of fracture mechanics [1-10]. The variables from 

fracture mechanics: ΔG, Gmax and  ∆√𝐺 , are used as the similitude to describe and 

predict the fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints. The engineering practice using ΔG, 

Gmax and  ∆√𝐺 is successful, although from a physics perspective, the physical meaning 

of some fracture mechanics variables are questionable. Figure 5.1 explains energy 

dissipation during one load controlled cycle of fatigue crack growth in brittle materials. 

The real energy dissipated by fatigue crack growth is defined by the load-displacement 

hysteresis as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). However, the values of strain energy release rate 

range multiplied by fatigue crack growth rate ΔG(da/dN) and maximum strain energy 

release rate multiplied by fatigue crack growth rate Gmax(da/dN), as shown in Figure 5.1 

(b) and (c), are different from the real energy dissipated by fatigue crack growth. The 

actual dU/da for one fatigue cycle, whose value is (dU/dN)/(da/dN), is different from 

ΔG and Gmax. Therefore, the fracture mechanics variables used as similitude: ΔG and 

Gmax, cannot represent the actual energy dissipation for fatigue crack propagation.  

To explain this, we have to revisit the fracture mechanics framework to study fatigue 

crack growth in adhesive joints, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Historically, for the research 

of static crack growth, Griffith [11] and Irwin [12] studied the static crack growth with 

energy-based concepts from physics. Based on the energy concepts, the strain energy 

release rate G was defined as the strain energy release caused by infinitely small crack 

increment under fixed grip conditions, where the total energy of the system remains 

and the strain energy release is available for crack growth. Therefore, G can be 

considered as the driving force only when the priori of static crack is met. For static 

crack growth, G was related to the resistance of the material, as G>Gc in engineering 

practice. The history of the study of static crack growth follows a normal order of 

research: firstly studying the phenomenon from a scientific view to obtain the objective 
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law behind it, and then application to engineering practice based on the knowledge 

acquired. However, this is not the case for the study of fatigue crack growth. G for static 

crack growth is taken over into different forms as driving force for fatigue crack growth, 

without starting to analyse fatigue crack growth from a physics view at first. Directly 

using G in fatigue cannot meet the priori of static crack, violating the concept of Griffith. 

Therefore, violating Griffith’s condition in applying G from static to fatigue without 

considering the priori, likely invalidates the current fracture mechanics variables used 

for fatigue crack growth in a physics perspective. 

 

                        (a)                                             (b)                                                  (c) 

Figure 5.1 ΔG and Gmax cannot represent the real energy dissipation for fatigue crack 

propagation 

 

Figure 5.2 Framework to evaluate fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints 

The physics underlying fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints is overlooked, illustrated 

by the question mark in Figure 5.2, for limited literature can be found on this topic. 

Pascoe [13] correlated the release of strain energy with fatigue crack growth rate in 
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adhesive joints, but a comprehensive overview of what energy components are 

involved and what role these energy components play in fatigue crack growth in 

adhesive joints is lacking. The fatigue damage growth in different material systems, 

such as fatigue crack growth in metals and fatigue delamination growth in composites, 

are in fact the same phenomenon in physics perspective. So the research work on other 

material systems should give us new insights on the study of fatigue crack growth in 

adhesive joints. For fatigue crack growth in metallic materials, the relation between 

plastic dissipation and da/dN was studied in [14-21]. The relation between the strain 

energy release and fatigue delamination growth rate in composites were studied under 

Mode I [22-23], Mode II [24] and mixed mode [25]. Consequently, for the adhesive 

joints with ductile adhesive materials, both the plastic dissipation and the strain energy 

release should be taken into account for the scientific stage study on the fatigue crack 

growth in adhesive joints.  

The purpose of this chapter is to study the fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints from 

a physics perspective on energy to fill the missing part of our knowledge, identified with 

question mark in Figure 5.2. Therefore, the main questions addressed in this chapter 

are: 

 What energy components are involved during fatigue crack growth in adhesive 

joints? 

 What role do all these energy variables play and which one is straightforwardly 

related to da/dN? 

5.2. The energy balance for fatigue crack growth in adhesive 

joints 

The fatigue crack growth in adhesive joints is analysed here with an energy approach 

stemming from physics. First, as an analogy to fatigue crack growth, the static crack 

growth can be described with an energy equation as [26]:  

�̇� = �̇�𝑒 + �̇�𝑝𝑙 + �̇�𝑎                                                    (5-1) 

Where �̇�𝑒  is the change in the stored elastic strain energy, and �̇�𝑝𝑙  is the plastic 

dissipation. �̇�𝑎  is the surface energy dissipated through the formation of new crack 

surfaces, and �̇� is the external work done to the cracked body. In this equation �̇�𝑎  is 

straightforwardly related to crack growth, while it is unclear whether �̇�𝑒 and �̇�𝑝𝑙 are 

also straightforwardly related to crack growth. 
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Similarly, the energy equation for fatigue crack growth can be written discretized per 

load cycle as: 

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝑁
=

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
                                               (5-2) 

Where 𝑑𝑊/𝑑𝑁 is the external work done to the cracked body from outside over a full 

cycle, and 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 is the change in the elastic strain energy stored throughout one full 

cycle. 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  is the plastic dissipation per cycle, and 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  is the surface 

energy dissipated thorough new fatigue crack surface formation. The left side of this 

equation is the energy input from outside and the right side of the equation are the 

corresponding energy stored and energy dissipated within the cracked body. A similar 

equation is reported in [27] for fatigue crack growth in coatings. It is assumed that 

𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 is straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack surface area growth dA/dN. A is the 

true fatigue crack surface area in rough fracture surfaces, which is not the planar 

projection area defined by the crack length a multiplied by the thickness (for DCB 

specimen: width). However, because the true crack surface area is difficult to measure, 

the fatigue crack length is used as first approximation to correlate with the energy 

variables. 

If one energy variable is straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth, the 

quantitative relationship between da/dN and this energy variable should be a one-to-

one relationship, regardless of the external loading conditions, such as the stress ratio. 

Therefore, if the assumption of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack 

growth is correct, the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship should be a one-to-one relationship, 

regardless of the stress ratio. Meanwhile, if the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship and the 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship depend on the stress ratio, then 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 and 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 

are just the consequences accompanying fatigue crack propagation, not 

straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth.  

5.3. Method for obtaining da/dN and energy variables 

Fatigue experiments were carried out to obtain the energy variables in correlation with 

da/dN to validate the previous assumption of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  straightforwardly related to 

da/dN. The Mode I Double cantilever beam (DCB) fatigue tests with metal-to-metal 

adhesive joints were carried out and the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁  were measured 

experimentally. The values of  𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 were obtained by finite element analysis (FEA). 

The values of  𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  were obtained with both FEA simulation and an analytical 

approach.   
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5.3.1. Fatigue experiments description 

The fatigue tests were performed on the DCB metal-to-metal adhesive joints specimens. 

The adhesive used is Cytec FM94, and the adherend material is 7075-T6. The specimens 

were manufactured by bonding two 7075-T6 plates with two layers of FM94 film 

adhesive with polyester carrier. The 7075-T6 surfaces for bonding were pre-treated 

with the procedure of solvent degreasing, alkaline cleaning, chemical deoxidizing and 

primer application with BR 6747-1 primer. A layer of release film was applied in a 

portion of surfaces for bonding to create the initial crack. The adhesive was cured in the 

autoclave under 0.28MPa pressure with vent vacuum at 0.14 MPa. For the curing cycle, 

first the temperature was raised to 121 °C in 50 minutes, and then the temperature was 

maintained at 121 °C for 1 h. Finally, the temperature was cooled down in 50 minutes 

with pressure holding. After curing, the plates were cut into the final dimensions of the 

test specimens, as shown in Figure 5.3. After curing the bond-line thickness was 

measured with Keyence optical microscope and the thickness is 0.26mm±0.012mm. 

 

Figure 5.3 Dimensions of fatigue test specimens 

The fatigue tests were performed displacement controlled on an MTS 15kN fatigue 

machine with 1kN load cell. The load was recorded by the 1kN load cell of the fatigue 

machine, and the crack length was measured by one 4Mpix camera on the side of the 

specimens, with the resolution not lower than 25 pixel/mm, so the error of crack length 

measurement is below 0.04mm. The displacement was measured by Vic-3D digital 

image correlation (DIC) system with a pair of 80mm lenses and 5Mpix cameras, with a 

resolution of about 70 pixel/mm. At the first 10000 cycles, the measurement data of 

crack length, minimum and maximum displacement, and minimum and maximum load 

of one cycle were recorded once in every 200 cycles. After that the data of crack length, 

minimum and maximum displacement, and minimum and maximum load were 

recorded once every 2000 cycles.  
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Different stress ratios were achieved by different ratios of minimum displacement to 

maximum displacement of the fatigue machine in one cycle dmin/dmax, of which two 

were tested, dmin/dmax =0.15 and 0.5. For each stress ratio six specimens were tested. 

The average stress ratios measured by the load cell were R=0.13 for dmin/dmax =0.15 and 

R=0.47 for dmin/dmax =0.5. The frequency was 3Hz in all tests. The fatigue crack growth 

rate da/dN was calculated by incremental polynomial method [28] from the crack 

lengths measured from the photos taken by the 4Mpix camera at different numbers of 

cycles. 

5.3.2. The measurement of 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 

The values of 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 were calculated by incremental polynomial method from the 

elastic strain energy at different numbers of cycles. The elastic strain energy was 

calculated from the load and displacement measurement recorded at different cycles.  

First, the stiffness for the DCB specimen was calculated with K=∆F/∆d, where ∆F is the 

maximum force minus minimum force in one cycle, and ∆d is the maximum 

displacement from DIC minus minimum displacement from DIC in one cycle. The elastic 

strain energy Ue at different numbers of fatigue cycles N was calculated from the 

stiffness and the corresponding force F: Ue=F2/2K. Finally 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 was obtained by Ue 

at different numbers of fatigue cycles N by incremental polynomial method in [28]. 

5.3.3. FEA simulation to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

The values of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 were obtained through FEA simulation, because 

quantitatively they are too small to be measured in the fatigue tests. The plastic 

dissipation is only in adhesive, while the 7075-T6 adherend maintains purely elastic 

during the test.  

The DCB specimen was simulated with a half model using symmetry conditions for 

Mode I crack. The fatigue crack growth was simulated by node release technique and 

the model was in 2D plane strain condition, due to the very huge simulation cost, 

although it is better to simulate with 3D models. The boundary conditions for the FEA 

model is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The symmetrical boundary condition was applied at 

the bottom to simulate the uncracked region. The displacement in X-direction of the 

top-left point of the FEA model was constrained and the displacement in Y-direction 

was applied at this point to simulate the cyclic displacement by the fatigue machine, 

making the FEA model displacement controlled. The crack surface was simulated as free 

surface, and a rigid line was placed at the crack surface position to account for crack 
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closure. Surface to Surface contact was set between crack surface and rigid line with 

the contact properties of hard contact in normal direction and frictionless in tangential 

direction. The 4-node bilinear plane strain element was used in simulation and the 

simulation was performed in ABAQUS standard. Very fine mesh was set in the adhesive 

layer around crack tip, and coarser mesh was set in the region away from crack tip. The 

adhesive and adherend were simulated with a whole part containing different material 

properties in the different regions of the part. 7075-T6 was pure elastic in simulation 

with the elastic modulus E=69200 MPa and the Poisson ratio 0.33. FM94 was simulated 

with elasto-plastic model with the elastic modulus of E=2355.4 MPa and the Poisson 

ratio 0.4 as in [29]. The nonlinear kinematic hardening model was used to model the 

plastic region of FM94, as the shear stress-strain relationship of FM94 in Figure 5.5, for 

the consideration of convergence and time costing. The plastic zone near crack tip is 

under tension at the maximum displacement, while it is under compression at the 

minimum displacement, so the shear stress-strain curve, considering the “average” 

with zero hydrostatic pressure, is chosen for better simulation of plastic zone. One 

fatigue cycle was simulated in three steps: to the maximum load firstly, nodes released 

ahead of the crack tip at the maximum load secondly, and to the minimum load thirdly. 

Both the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  were obtained when the fatigue crack 

propagating through the initial plastic zone generated in the first cycle at the maximum 

load, to account for the effect of the initial plastic field.  

 

Figure 5.4 Illustration of the FEA model of the DCB specimen (not drawn to scale) 

The 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  values were obtained from the difference between the external work 

from fatigue loading and the internal energy, including elastic strain energy and plastic 

dissipation, from the FEA model, because there is no other dissipation mechanics 

except for the plastic dissipation, surface formation and elastic strain energy storage in 

simulation. The 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 can be calculated as: 

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= ∫ 𝐹𝑑𝛿 −

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐸)

𝑑𝑁
+ [

𝑑(𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿)

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑊)

𝑑𝑁
−

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐸)

𝑑𝑁
]                   (5-3) 
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Where F and δ are the load and displacement for the loading point.  ∫ 𝐹𝑑𝛿  is the 

theoretical external work throughout one fatigue cycle defined by the load-

displacement hysteresis. ALLIE is the ABAQUS output for internal energy. [
𝑑(𝐸𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿)

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑊)

𝑑𝑁
−

𝑑(𝐴𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐸)

𝑑𝑁
] is the numerical error in ABAQUS. ETOTAL represents the error 

from the solver. ALLCCDW is contact constraint discontinuity work and ALLCCE is 

contact constraint energy, both representing the numerical error caused by contact in 

ABAQUS. The term for numerical error in simulation was included because 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 is 

very small and eliminating numerical error can provide more accurate results.  

 

Figure 5.5 Shear stress-strain relationship of FM94 

The numerical 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values highly depend on the crack surface newly formed by the 

crack extension in one fatigue cycle in simulation, so for each crack extension enough 

elements should be included in the newly formed crack surface. A convergence study 

was made and it was concluded that six elements could yield a good convergence. 

Therefore, six nodes were released for the fatigue crack extension in one fatigue cycle 

in the FEA simulation. The fatigue crack growth rate in the simulation depends on the 

element size around the crack tip, but the element size cannot be small enough to 

simulate the real da/dN in the experiments, because too small element will cause 

numerical problems. To solve this, the FEA simulation was performed with different 

element sizes around the crack tip, then the relationship between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and the 

da/dN used in simulation was obtained. To obtain the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 at experimental da/dN, 

an extrapolation method was used as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The relationship between 

simulation 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values and different da/dN used in simulation was fitted with a 

power law accurately. Therefore, the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  value with experimental da/dN was 

obtained by applying the experimental da/dN into this power law fitted from simulation 

data. 
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After the crack tip propagating through the initial plastic zone in the first cycle, 6 stable 

fatigue cycles with stationary crack without crack extension were used to obtain the 

values of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁, similar to [16-17], because the influence of experimental da/dN on 

plastic dissipation is negligible. A convergence study was made that demonstrated that 

the numerical 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 converges with decreasing element size in the crack tip region. 

This convergence value of 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 is taken as the final numerical 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 result for 

a given loading condition. 

 

Figure 5.6 Extrapolation to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 at experimental da/dN (R=0.47, max 

displacement 2.66mm, a=100mm) 

To provide more information on 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁, the FEA simulation was also performed with 

compact tension (CT) specimen only containing the bulk adhesive material. The CT 

specimen geometry for simulation follows ASTM standard E647 [28] with Wct=100mm 

and crack length a=50mm. The da/dN for CT specimens should be approximately the 

same as the da/dN for DCB specimens at the same ΔG and R, according to the 

knowledge of fracture mechanics. The simulation was in plane-strain condition with half 

model, because of the symmetrical Mode I crack. The FEA model for the CT specimen 

is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The numerical values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 for the CT specimen were 

obtain with the same method for obtaining the numerical values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 for the 

DCB specimen, as previously described.  

For the different specimen types, the stress states around crack are different. Therefore, 

if the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship of CT specimen is the same as the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN 

relationship of DCB specimen, regardless of the specimen type, the previous 
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assumption of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 straightforwardly linked to da/dN can be supported. The results 

with different specimen types are presented and discussed further in this chapter. 

 

Figure 5.7 Illustration of the FEA model of the CT specimen 

5.3.4. Analytical approach to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

To verify the FEA simulation for obtaining 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 , another analytical approach is 

presented here. This approach is based on the strip yield model of fatigue crack growth 

in central crack panel in plane-strain condition, for which details are reported in [30]. 

This strip yield model was programmed in Matlab. One fatigue cycle in the strip yield 

model was simulated in three steps: first to the maximum load, then nodes released 

ahead of the crack tip at the maximum load, and thirdly to the minimum load. This 

procedure is similar to the one adopted in the FEA simulation. After the fatigue crack 

propagating through the initial plastic zone generated in the first cycle at the maximum 

load, the values 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 were obtained to account for the effect of the initial plastic 

field. The concept for fatigue crack extension in the strip yield model is illustrated in 

Figure 5.8. The 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values (per unit thickness) were obtained following the same 

concept as the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT), as in Equation (5-4): 

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= ∫ 𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑣(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑎+𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁

𝑎
                                             (5-4) 

Where 𝜎𝑦𝑠  is the flow stress in the plastic zone as in [30], and 𝑣(𝑥)  is the vertical 

displacement of the crack surface. The da/dN in the analytical approach can be as small 

as the experimental da/dN, without the need to extrapolate as in the FEA simulation. 

However, the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 depend on the element size in the strip yield model, 

similar to FEA simulation. Therefore, a convergence study was made and the results 
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illustrated that a crack propagating six elements for each fatigue load cycle in the 

analytical approach gives good convergence. 

 

Figure 5.8. Fatigue crack extension in strip yield model 

5.4. Results and discussion 

The experimental fatigue crack growth rate da/dN is plotted against ∆√𝐺 in Figure 5.9. 

These experimental results agree with [31-34]. After this initial verification, the next 

step was to study the relationship between da/dN and different energy variables. All 

the energy variables for DCB specimen presented in this chapter are normalized to the 

DCB specimen width of 25mm unless otherwise specified. 

 

Figure 5.9 Experimental da/dN plotted against ∆√𝐺 for two stress ratios R 
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5.4.1. The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 

The values of dUe/dN depend strongly on the definition of the starting point of the 

fatigue cycle. For instance, two typical dUe/dN values can be obtained for the conditions 

that the fatigue cycle is from the maximum load to next maximum load (max-max) and 

from the minimum load to next minimum load (min-min). The values of dUe/dN of min-

min condition are significantly smaller than the values of max-max condition. Therefore, 

the results of both conditions are presented here.  

The values of dUe/dN can be estimated with an analytical approach. For unit width of 

DCB specimen under static load, the energy release rate G is: 

𝐺 =
𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑎
                                                          (5-5) 

Similarly, in fatigue loading at the maximum load: 

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁
                                                    (5-6) 

Thus the analytical estimation of dUe/dN for max-max condition is 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁) . 

Similarly, the analytical estimation of dUe/dN for min-min condition is 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁). 

The comparison between the experimental measurement and analytical estimation is 

presented in Figure 5.10. Good agreement can be observed between estimation and 

the experimental measurements.  

 

(a) R=0.13 
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(b) R=0.47 

Figure 5.10. The comparison between the experimental measurement and analytical 

estimation 

The 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN relationship is presented in Figure 5.11. From this figure, it can be 

concluded that the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN relationship depends on the stress ratio, for both 

min-min and max-max conditions. This stress ratio dependence of the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN 

relationship can be explained with the G in Equation (5-6). The values of G are different 

for different stress ratios at the same da/dN. Meanwhile, theoretically the starting point 

of one fatigue cycle can be any point between maximum load and minimum load, so 

for the same fatigue cycle, 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 can be any value between 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 for max-max 

condition and 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 for min-min condition. The chaos in the definition of 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 

makes 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 impractical to correlate with da/dN. Therefore, the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN 

relationship depends on the stress ratio, meaning 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 is just the consequence 

accompanying fatigue crack propagation and it is not straightforwardly linked to fatigue 

crack growth as previously assumed.  
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(a) max-max 

 

(b) min-min 

Figure 5.11. The 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN relationship 

5.4.2. The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 

The plastic dissipation per cycle during fatigue crack propagation in DCB specimens 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 is plotted in Figure 5.12 against Δ√G. From Figure 5.12, it is observed that 

compared with the da/dN-Δ√G relationship, the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-Δ√G relationship shows little 

stress ratio dependence. Similar results are reported in [35-37] for fatigue crack growth 

tests in metals, where the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-ΔK relation from experiments has negligible stress 
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ratio effect. Because Δ√G is proportional to ΔK, it is reasonable that the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-Δ√G 

relationship here has little stress ratio effect as well.  

 

Figure 5.12 The 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-Δ√G relationship 

The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN is shown in Figure 5.13, from which one can 

observe that the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and da/dN has a strong stress ratio 

dependence. Therefore, 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 is just the consequence accompanying fatigue crack 

propagation and it is not straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth. 

 

Figure 5.13. The 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 - da/dN relationship 
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5.4.3. The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 

The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN is plotted in Figure 5.14. It can be observed 

that this relation is independent of the stress ratio. Meanwhile, the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN 

relationship for DCB specimens agrees with the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship for CT 

specimens, meaning that the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN is independent of 

the type of specimen as well. Therefore, 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  should be the variable 

straightforwardly linked to da/dN, unlike 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁, for that the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-

da/dN relationship is independent of both specimen type and stress ratio. Besides, the 

𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  obtained with the FEA simulation shows good agreement with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

obtained with the analytical approach, which essentially validates the current results.  

 

(a) 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship for DCB specimen 

 

(b) 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship from FEA CT specimen and from analytical approach 

Figure 5.14 The relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN 
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5.5. Conclusion 

A physics based equation for fatigue crack growth in adhesively bonded joints is 

reported in this chapter. This equation shows the balance between the energy input 

and the sum of stored energy and dissipation: the external work throughout the whole 

cycle 𝑑𝑊/𝑑𝑁 is equal to the sum of the change in elastic strain energy throughout one 

full cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁, the plastic dissipation per cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and the surface energy 

dissipated 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁. Fatigue tests of DCB Mode I tests of adhesive joints with adhesive 

FM94 and 7075-T6 adherend were carried out to unravel the relationship between 

da/dN and energy variables. It is concluded that only the surface forming energy 

𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁, which is independent of stress ratio and specimen type, is straightforwardly 

linked to fatigue crack growth, while 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁  and 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  are only consequences 

accompanying fatigue crack growth. 

Undoubtedly, this chapter has limitations. Firstly, 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  were 

obtained numerically, without directly measured from experiments. Secondly, the real 

fracture surface area A considering the surface roughness should be correlated with 

energy variables instead of the flat planar surface, which was considered in this chapter 

to be proportional to the crack length. Finally, the values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 shown here are a 

first approximation to reveal the trend, with the assumptions of crack growth at 

maximum load and flat fracture surface. (dUa/dN and dUpl/dN with crack propagating 

at 3 different load levels during one fatigue cycle is reported in [38], and the trends of 

dUa/dN-da/dN relationship and dUpl/dN-da/dN relationship in [38] are the same as the 

trends reported in this chapter) Therefore, future work is needed for obtaining more 

accurate results for the energy variables. Despite the limitations, it is clear that 

scientifically the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁- da/dN relationship and the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁- da/dN relationship are 

both indirectly related to crack growth. Hence, when using the parameters derived 

from strain energy release and plastic dissipation to predict fatigue crack growth in 

adhesive joints, one should keep in mind that the relation between these parameters 

and da/dN can be different among different load and specimen geometry conditions. 
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6. Conclusion and recommendations 

 

6.1. The energy equation for fatigue crack growth 

A physics-based equation was proposed for fatigue crack growth in both metals and 

adhesive joints as Equation (6-1). The explanation of the proposed equation is that the 

external work throughout the whole cycle 𝑑𝑊/𝑑𝑁  is equal to the sum of surface 

energy dissipated 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁, the plastic dissipation per cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁 and the change 

in elastic strain energy stored throughout one full cycle 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁.  

𝑑𝑊

𝑑𝑁
=

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙

𝑑𝑁
+

𝑑𝑈𝑒

𝑑𝑁
                                                    (6-1) 

6.2. The relation between energy variables and fatigue crack 

growth 

Fatigue crack growth experiments on 7075-T6 central crack panels and DCB adhesive 

joints with 7075-T6 adherend and FM94 adhesive were carried out to study the 

quantitative relationship between fatigue crack growth rate da/dN and energy 

variables involved in Equation (6-1). The experiments of both 7075-T6 CCT panels and 

DCB adhesive joints were performed, and experimental results of two materials and 

specimen types show that the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship is a one-to-one relationship, 

which is independent of stress ratio. However, both the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship 

and the 𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship are dependent on the stress ratio.  

Therefore, it is concluded that crack surface forming energy 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  should be 

straightforwardly linked to fatigue crack growth, while the plastic dissipation per cycle 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁  and the change in elastic strain energy stored throughout one full cycle 

𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁 are both the phenomena accompanying fatigue crack growth.  

Moreover, when using the parameters derived from elastic strain energy or plastic 

dissipation for the prediction of fatigue crack growth rate da/dN, people should realise 
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that the relationship between fatigue crack growth rate da/dN and the parameters 

derived is different among different cases. The scientific reason for this is that the 

𝑑𝑈𝑝𝑙/𝑑𝑁- da/dN relationship and the 𝑑𝑈𝑒/𝑑𝑁- da/dN relationship are both indirect. 

6.3. The quantitative relation between plastic dissipation 

and da/dN 

When the exponent in the Paris’ equation is close to 4, the plastic dissipation could be 

regarded as approximately linearly related to the fatigue crack growth rate. Then the 

plastic dissipation can be regarded as a good measure to predict fatigue crack growth 

rate. 

However, both the total plastic dissipation per cycle and the plastic dissipation in the 

reversed plastic zone show a nonlinear relation with da/dN for 7075-T6. Moreover, the 

relation between da/dN and both forms of plastic dissipation are different for different 

stress ratios. Hence, the plastic dissipation cannot be used to predict the fatigue crack 

growth rate directly for 7075-T6.  

6.4. Recommendations   

The thesis provides a new path to study the phenomena of fatigue crack growth in 

different material systems in a physics perspective. However, the work in this thesis is 

only the first step, and many assumptions and questions can be found in this thesis, 

which have to be carefully considered. Therefore, some recommendations of future 

work are provided here. 

6.4.1. From particular to general 

The current work is proven to be valid experimentally only on two materials under the 

given test conditions: constant amplitude under positive stress ratios with Mode I crack 

growth. However, if we want to have a more general and comprehensive understanding 

on the nature behind fatigue crack growth, scientific questions are raised: 

 Whether the conclusions from the particular cases in this thesis are still valid 

when the scope is extended to more general conditions?  

 Are additional amendments to current conclusions needed when the scope is 

extended? 
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Further converting of current knowledge revealed in this thesis to a mature and simple 

method to predict da/dN in engineering practice is impossible, if the questions above 

have not been answered.  

Therefore, future experimental work under more general conditions to verify current 

conclusions in this thesis is needed. Those conditions for future experimental 

verification can include, but are not limited to, different metals and polymers, different 

modes of crack growth, negative stress ratio, 3D crack shape and block fatigue loading 

with various amplitude. A deeper understanding on fatigue crack growth can be 

obtained if we can clarify the scope of validation of current conclusions. Mode II or 

Mixed mode fatigue crack growth test can be a good start for further research.  

6.4.2. From macroscopic to microscopic 

The current work in this thesis is mainly based on the framework of fracture mechanics 

on the macroscopic level. Limited by the experimental and numerical methods on the 

macroscopic level, some energy variables such as 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 are obtained numerically 

rather than experimentally measured directly from the experiments, with flat crack 

surface assumed in simulation. However, the fatigue crack surface is rough in reality, so 

the real fatigue crack surface area A is not the planar projection surface area, which is 

crack length multiplied by the thickness. Nonetheless, the actual crack surface area 

growth dA/dN is difficult to measure macroscopically, so the da/dN was used in this 

thesis for compromise. In the future, if the fatigue crack growth can be studied both 

experimentally and numerically in a microscopic level, then the information on 

𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and dA/dN can be obtained with more accuracy. A quantitative relationship 

can be obtained between the energy variables and real crack surface area growth 

dA/dN to understand how the microstructures influence the fracture surface roughness 

and the intrinsic resistance of fatigue crack growth.  

Moreover, the term in a differential form “da/dN”, measured macroscopically as the 

average speed of fatigue crack length growth within corresponding fatigue cycles, is 

questionable at the microscopic level, because fatigue crack growth is in fact discrete. 

Therefore, interesting scientific question is raised: 

 How does the speed of fatigue crack growth in time da/dt change within one 

fatigue cycle? 

The questions above will give us more detailed knowledge on the nature behind fatigue 

crack growth, and are better to be studied on the microscopic level. The knowledge 
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from the microscopic level will allow us to bring two worlds together, giving us new 

insights on the phenomena observing from the macroscopic level.  
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Appendix A: An example for da/dN prediction 

with 𝒅𝑼𝒂/𝒅𝑵 after an overload 

As example in this appendix, the fatigue crack growth rate da/dN after an overload is 

predicted with both a crack closure model and the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 -da/dN relationship 

obtained in this thesis. This appendix demonstrates the validity of the relation between 

𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and da/dN presented in this thesis, to illustrate the potential capability of 

𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship for da/dN prediction. Only𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  is straightforwardly 

related to da/dN. Therefore, in this appendix we only obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values for the 

purpose of da/dN prediction. The crack closure model to predict fatigue crack growth 

of variable amplitude is currently well accepted by the community. If the da/dN 

prediction with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship can match the da/dN prediction with the 

crack closure model, the validity of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relationship can be proven. The 

methods in this appendix is shown in Figure A1. 

 

 Figure A1. The methods of this appendix 

A1. da/dN prediction with crack closure model 

Here, the da/dN after an overload is predicted with the crack closure model proposed 

by Newman [1]. For the crack closure model, the first step is to obtain the crack opening 

stress Sop, and then is to predict da/dN based on the Sop/Smax. 

The Sop/Smax was obtained with the strip yield model following the method reported in 

[1]. In order to verify the validity of strip yield model used here (as the top-left square 

in Figure A1), the Sop/Smax result of 2024-T3 with overload in [2] has been reproduced. 

The Sop/Smax result under plane stress condition with Smax=120MPa and Smin=40MPa 
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after the overload Sol=160MPa at a0=3mm is reported in [2]. The comparison of Sop/Smax 

between result predicted by the author with the strip yield model in [1] and the result 

from reference [2] is shown in Figure A2. The predicted Sop/Smax here shows very good 

agreement with reference, proving the validity of the strip yield model from [1] used in 

this appendix. According to [2], the initial wake before overload can be ignored, so the 

simulation will start with overload in first cycle.  

 

Figure A2. The comparison of Sop/Smax between predicted result and result from 

Reference [2] 

Here in this example, a 7075-T6 plate in plane stress condition is under a single overload 

Sol=105MPa at a0=20mm. The fatigue cycles with Smax=70MPa and Smin=7MPa, 

corresponding to the middle region of the test data in Chapter 2 where the Paris’ 

equation is the most accurate, are after the overload. 

For constant amplitude, the fatigue crack growth rate can be expressed by the Paris’ 

equation: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶(∆𝐾)𝑚 = 𝐶[𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥(1 − 𝑅)]𝑚                                      (A1) 

Kmax is the maximum SIF, and ΔK is the SIF range. C and m are the parameters in Paris 

equation, both depending on the stress ratio. R is the stress ratio. The da/dN can be 

expressed by effective stress intensity factor range ∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶′(∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓)

𝑚′

                                                    (A2) 

C’ and m’ are the material parameters, both independent of the stress ratio. The 

effective stress intensity factor range ∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓  is  

∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1 −
𝑆𝑜𝑝

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
)                                               (A3) 

Equation (A2-A3) is valid for both constant amplitude and variable amplitude loading. 

Combining Equation (A1) and (A3), the power law equation of  ∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓-da/dN relation in 

the form of Equation (A2) can be obtained.  
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𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶 (

1−𝑅

1−
𝑆𝑜𝑝

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

)

𝑚

(∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓)
𝑚

                                         (A4) 

For 7075-T6 under constant amplitude loading with R=0.1, C=1.172×10-6 and m=2.211 

are reported in Chapter 2.3. The value of Sop/Smax for constant amplitude fatigue crack 

growth can be calculated from [3]: 

𝑆𝑜𝑝

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
= −0.4𝑅4 + 0.9𝑅3 − 0.15𝑅2 + 0.2𝑅 + 0.45 if 𝑅 > 0                       (A5) 

Thus Sop/Smax=0.46936 at R=0.1 constant amplitude. Therefore, Equation (A4) becomes: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 3.77 × 10−6(∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓)

2.211
                                      (A6) 

For variable amplitude, combining Equation (A3) and Equation (A6), the fatigue crack 

growth rate can be predicted by:  

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 3.77 × 10−6 [𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1 −

𝑆𝑜𝑝

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
)]

2.211

                           (A7) 

Then the strip yield model to obtain Sop/Smax values at different crack length a after 

overload was performed in Matlab under the guidance of [1]. The fatigue crack growth 

rate at different crack length can be obtained from Equation (A7), and the result is 

shown in Figure A3. 

 

Figure A3. da/dN prediction with crack closure model 

A2. da/dN prediction with 𝒅𝑼𝒂/𝒅𝑵-da/dN relationship 

The method of da/dN prediction after an overload with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 -da/dN relation is 

presented in this part. First, the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values after an overload is obtained, and then 

da/dN is predicted based on the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 -da/dN relationship reported in Chapter 
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3.3.3.3. The approach to obtain the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values after overload also uses the strip 

yield model, and this approach to obtain the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 values is similar to the analytical 

approach to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 as reported in Chapter 3.3.2 in the thesis.  

In this method to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁, the constant amplitude cycles with crack growth are 

following a single overload cycle. The single overload cycle to generate initial plastic 

zone is in 2 steps: the first step to Sol, and the second step to Smin. The constant 

amplitude cycles with crack growth are in 3 steps: the first step to the maximum load, 

the second step for crack growth at the maximum load, and the third step to the 

minimum load, as in Figure A4. In order to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁, the da/dN has to be known 

before running the strip yield model programme. This is easy for constant amplitude 

with experimental data, as in Chapter 3.3.2. However, this example is aimed to predict 

da/dN, so the da/dN is unknown. To solve this problem, firstly the strip yield model was 

performed with different da/dN values as guess, then the relation between the guessed 

da/dN and the corresponding 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  calculated at a certain crack length can be 

obtained for further analyses.  

 

Figure A4. Loading sequence to obtain 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 

𝑑𝑈𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 2𝑡 ∫ 𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑣(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑎+(𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁)𝑔𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑎
                                    (A8) 

The values of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁  are obtained with Equation (A8), where 𝑣(𝑥)  is the vertical 

displacement of the crack surface, and 𝜎𝑦𝑠  is the flow stress in the plastic zone. 

(𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁)𝑔𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑠  is the guess da/dN used in the strip yield model. Thickness t is 3.2mm to 

ensure the consistency with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 relation reported in Chapter 3.3.3.3 (in 

Chapter 3.3.3.3 the relation is presented for t=3.2mm). The crack propagates 6 

elements for each cycle in the strip yield model to ensure the consistency with Chapter 

3.3.3. The strip yield mode was performed in Matlab. 

Figure A5 illustrates the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 calculated and guess da/dN, and the 

result shows that the relation between 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 calculated and guess da/dN can be fit 
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well with a power law, which is very handy for further analyses. Then the prediction of 

the actual da/dN at a certain crack length after the overload is illustrated in Figure A6. 

The red line in Figure A6 is the power law fit of the calculated 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and guess da/dN 

relation from the strip yield modelling, and this line becomes to the power law fit line 

in Figure A5 when a=20.4mm. The blue line in Figure A6 is the 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 -da/dN 

experimental baseline, which is generated from experimental data of constant 

amplitude fatigue crack growth tests, as presented in Figure 3.8(b) in Chapter 3.3.3.3. 

The crossing between the experimental baseline and 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 -da/dN relation from 

strip yield modelling is the predicted da/dN after overload at a certain crack length. The 

da/dN prediction with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relation is shown in Figure A7. 

 

Figure A5. The relation between  𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 calculated and guess da/dN at a=20.4mm 

 

Figure A6. The prediction of the actual da/dN at a certain crack length after overload 
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Figure A7. The comparison of da/dN prediction after overload in two different way 

From Figure A7, it is observed that the da/dN prediction after overload with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-

da/dN relation agrees well with the da/dN prediction with crack closure model.  

A3. Conclusion 

An example of 7075-T6 fatigue crack growth rate prediction after a single overload is 

presented here. The da/dN prediction has been done with both crack closure and the 

approach with 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁-da/dN relation presented in the thesis. The prediction results 

of both methods agree with each other, supporting the validity of 𝑑𝑈𝑎/𝑑𝑁 in this thesis. 
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